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Abstract 

In the last years, the increased broadband capacity for the end users has driven 

the growth of multimedia applications in the Internet. Particularly, Video on-Demand 

applications have presented an intensified grown: this kind of application accounted for 

40% of the Internet traffic in 2010 and, according to recent projections, it will account 

for 57% of all Internet traffic in 2014. It has been driven forward by services like 

YouTube, which allows the upload of small videos created by the own users, by news 

services like BBC and CNN, which offer updated VoD information 24 hours by day, 

and also by services that offers movies and TV series in the Internet. 

However, video transmission through the Internet still presents several 

challenges to overcome. The distance between end users and servers that provide the 

content causes a considerable delay, which is intrinsic to the Internet environment and 

affects the user Quality of Experience. In addition, video applications typically handle 

large objects, which cause high consumption of bandwidth and increase significantly the 

network traffic. One distinguished approach to minimize these issues is the use of 

Caches. Caches are servers located in strategic places in the network that bring the 

content close to the end users.  

The work developed in this thesis examines the proxy cache replacement 

strategies for Video on-Demand distribution in the Internet environment. We come up 

with one cache replacement strategy with two variations that uses a segmentation 

technique based on the size of objects together with a function that assigns priorities to 

the cached objects. The function combines information as accesses frequency, number 

of requests and popularity to define the importance of each object, and thus select those 

objects with lower priority to be removed from the cache when necessary. 

The proposed approaches are evaluated in a large number of scenarios modeled 

synthetically, as well as using real traces of accesses to YouTube videos. The most 

aggressive technique is able to enhance the performance for byte hit ratio, providing a 

significant reduction of bandwidth consumption when compared to other distinguished 

techniques from the literature, in both synthetic and real scenarios. The best results 

obtained by this approach are for real traces of YouTube service with reduced cache 

storage capacity.  
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The more conservative approach provides the best balanced performance for the 

majority of synthetic workloads examined. The balanced performance is a metric that 

captures the ability of the approach for providing equilibrium between the savings in 

bandwidth consumption and the reduction in the percentage of delayed starts. 

We also model the predictability of the proposed approaches using a regression 

model. The model helps to understand the impact of traffic conditions over the cache 

algorithms‟ performance and also can help to plan the cache storage capacity according 

to a set of specific traffic conditions. 

Keywords: Video on-Demand distribution, Cache replacement algorithms, 

Multimedia traffic. 
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Resumo 

Nos últimos anos, o aumento da disponibilidade largura de banda para o usuário 

final tem impulsionado o crescimento do consumo de aplicações multimídia na Internet. 

Particularmente, as aplicações de Vídeo sob-Demanda (VoD) têm apresentado um 

intenso crescimento: este tipo de aplicação foi responsável por 40% do tráfego na 

Internet em 2010 e, de acordo com recentes projeções, será responsável por 57% de 

todo o tráfego na Internet em 2014. 

 Entretanto, a transmissão de vídeo na Internet ainda apresenta diversos desafios 

a serem superados. A distância entre os usuários finais e os servidores que fornecem 

conteúdo provoca um considerável atraso, o qual é inerente ao ambiente da Internet, e 

afeta a qualidade de experiência para os usuários (Quality of Experience). Além disso, 

as aplicações de vídeo geralmente manipulam grandes objetos, o que provoca um alto 

consumo de largura de banda, aumentando significativamente o tráfego na rede. Uma 

abordagem diferenciada para minimizar estes problemas é o uso de Caches. Caches são 

servidores localizados em posições estratégicas na rede e que trazem o conteúdo para 

perto dos usuários finais. 

O trabalho desenvolvido nesta tese examina as estratégias de substituição de 

objetos nas caches para distribuição de Vídeo sob-Demanda no ambiente da Internet. É 

apresentadas uma estratégia de cache com duas variações utilizando uma técnica de 

segmentação baseada no tamanho dos objetos, juntamente com uma função que atribui 

prioridades aos objetos armazenados.  A função combina informações como freqüência 

de acessos, número de requisições e popularidade para definir a importância dos objetos 

e assim selecionar aqueles com menor prioridade para serem removidos da cache 

quando necessário. 

As abordagens propostas são avaliadas em um grande número de cenários 

modelados sinteticamente, assim como em traces reais de acesso a vídeos do YouTube. 

A técnica mais agressiva é capaz de reduzir o consumo de largura de banda quando 

comparada a outras técnicas da literatura nos cenários sintéticos e reais. Os melhores 

resultados obtidos por esta abordagem são para traces reais do YouTube, e usando 

caches com capacidade de armazenamento reduzidas. A abordagem mais conservadora 

provê a melhor performance balanceada para a maioria dos cenários sintéticos 

analisados. Performance balanceada é uma métrica que captura a habilidade da 
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abordagem em obter equilíbrio entre a economia em consumo de banda e a redução da 

percentagem dos atrasos iniciais. 

Nós também modelamos a previsibilidade das abordagens propostas usando um 

modelo de regressão. O modelo ajuda a compreender o impacto das condições de tráfico 

sobre a performance dos algoritmos de cache e também ajuda a planejar a capacidade da 

cache de acordo com um conjunto específico de condições de tráfego. 

Palavras-chave: Distribuição de Vídeo sob-Demanda, Algoritmos de 

substituição de cache, Tráfego Multimídia. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

The continuous growth of broadband availability and Internet penetration has 

leveraged the rising demand for multimedia applications on the Internet. Progressive 

download, the technology that enables the playback of continuously flowing media as it 

is downloaded, no longer requires the entire video or audio file to be fetched before 

playback starts. It reduces significantly the initial delay, providing a better experience to 

the end user and boosting even more the search for multimedia content.   

In recent years, streaming media usage on the Web has increased by more than 

100% a year, and from 2000 to 2005 the total volume of streaming media files stored on 

the Web increased by more than 600% [109]. In a recent study, Cisco presented a global 

IP traffic forecast for 2009 to 2014  which emphasizes that all forms of videos (TV, 

video on-demand, Internet video and peer-to-peer video) will exceed 91% of global 

traffic by 2014 [18]. According to this projection, Video on-demand traffic will double 

every two and a half years through 2014 and Internet video alone will account for 57% 

of all Internet traffic in the same year (it accounts for 40% in 2010). 

Video objects are huge when compared to traditional web objects. While web 

objects are still measured in KBytes, video objects must be measured in MBytes: the 

average size of a video object in the Web is around 63MB, and the mean size of  

YouTube [115] objects is 10MB [32][109]. The sizes of objects and the fast growing of 

video content are reshaping the Internet traffic volume. However, the highly distributed 

Internet model still adopts the traditional client-server approach to distribute content, 

which causes paths congestion and unpredictable delay for multimedia transmission 

[116]. 

A key solution to reduce the bottlenecks in the current content distribution 

model is the use of Caches. Caches can store content closer to the end user, reducing 

delays and bandwidth consumption [38]. However, while several works have been 

exploring the use of caches for Web content like pages and images, the utilization of 

caches for video distribution needs to be investigated in deep, and taking video 

peculiarities into concern. The cache replacement strategies must consider the intrinsic 

characteristics of multimedia objects like size and duration, frequency, recency and 

popularity. In addition, the solutions must be evaluated in a representative set of 

scenarios including synthetic traffic and real traces.  
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1.1. Motivation 

We distinguish two categories of streaming, on-demand streaming, that 

distributes pre-recorded content, and live streaming, which broadcasts live content. Live 

streaming is characterized by simultaneous reception of content such as live video news, 

sport video broadcast and live radio transmission, while on-demand streaming makes 

possible to access previously recorded content [9]. Prominently, Video on-Demand 

(VoD) content presents an increased growth driven forward by applications such as on-

line video services, on-line multimedia news and on-line User-Generated Content 

(UGC). The focus of this thesis is VoD distribution in the Internet environment. 

Nowadays, a large number of services provide on-line videos in many countries, 

generally with low costs for the end users. LoveFilm [61] is the Europe‟s largest online 

VoD service, with an average movie length of 94 minutes. NetFlix [74] is a Video on-

Demand service very popular in the U.S and offers TV episodes and movies streamed 

over the Internet for a subscription of $7.99 a month [62]. In China, PowerInfo [84] is 

the leader streaming distribution system, providing the service to the main Chinese 

cities, with more than 1.5 million users. The ease of access and the large number of 

applications available coupled with increased availability of bandwidth has stimulated 

people to make use of these services more and more.  

Twenty-four hours a day, websites like CNN [19] and BBC [4] make available 

fresh and updated news stored as VoD, which further encourage the use of multimedia 

content. However, while the content popularity in on-line VoD services is somewhat 

controlled by media providers and marketing campaigns, the demand for multimedia 

content is commonly difficult to predict. Unexpected events like the September 11, 

2001 terrorist attack attracted the worldwide attention generating a large number of 

requests to news websites in a short period [9]. In typical flash-crowd events like that, 

where millions of users typically search for stored videos and news, the most popular 

content must be replicated close to the end-users to minimize delays and prevents fails 

like deny-of-service. Cache mechanisms must lead with popularity, frequency and size 

of video content to help preventing the consequences of high number of accesses. 

Definitely, the scale, dynamic and decentralization of UGC content have been 

reshaping the VoD market enormously. YouTube [115] is the most successful UGC 

video sharing site since it started in 2005, with 65,000 new videos added everyday and 

an estimated number of more than 100 million videos [117]. Daum UCC, the most 
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popular UGC in Korea serves two million visitors and 35,000 views weekly and is well-

known for serving high-quality videos, streamed up to 800 Kb/s [62].  

In addition to progressive download technology, which allows users to start 

playback without downloading the entire file, the easy-playable format of YouTube has 

been recognized as a key factor of success. A YouTube user can upload videos in 

several formats like .WMV, .AVI, .MOV and .MPG, but the videos are converted to 

Adobe Flash Video format (.FLV) after upload and can be easily played [15]. While the 

average size of a Web page is 320KB, the average Internet video is 63MB. In YouTube, 

the median video is only 10MB, while the size of a typical movie provided by NetFlix is 

around 700 MB, and a unique TV series episode is about 350MB if encoded in MPEG4 

[32][74]. 

Unlike the traditional TV, which is designed for one purpose only and where any 

digital video can be watched, the Internet is not planned for video. As the popularity of 

UGC content, video news sites, movies and TV series grows in the Web environment, 

the volume of broadband consumption increases, causing a significant impact on the 

Internet traffic. Video distribution issues in the Web involve aspects like bandwidth 

consumption, latency, quality of service (QoS), costs for distribution, infrastructure and 

clients‟ devices capability, which influence the quality of experience (QoE). In the 

Internet environment the congestion and jitter are unpredictable, causing a poor QoE to 

the end users, who often experiment long start-up delays and frequent losses of 

continuity while watching the desired media [97][116][112]. 

The traditional architecture to provide content in the Internet is the client-server 

model, where the content is primary available at a particular server or cluster of servers 

and delivered to scattered clients over the Internet. These distant servers cause increased 

bandwidth consumption since the path from the server to the client can be very long and 

is often congestioned. A core solution that aims to minimize the impact of Internet 

intrinsic characteristics over content distribution is the deployment of Caches.  

Caches are replica servers that store copies from the original content, introduced 

to speed up user access, to decrease network congestion and to minimize server load 

[38]. Web and multimedia access patterns very frequently show a high number of 

requests for a small number of popular objects, what could result in network congestion, 

higher latency and formation of hot-spots in the Internet. Caching techniques try to 

minimize these problems distributing the load across the network and bringing the 

content closer to the end-user. Web caching emerged in the mid 1990‟s, and several 
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improvements were made such as content replacement algorithms and cache 

consistency techniques. 

However, using the same approaches of Web caches for multimedia content can 

degrade cache performance for both traditional Web content as well for multimedia 

content for many reasons. Multimedia files accounts for the vast majority of content 

transferred in the network, because these files are huge when compared to traditional 

web pages. When large objects are stored, many smaller objects will be evicted from the 

cache decreasing the hit rate for many other users. In addition, larger caches may be 

required to accommodate many more objects. Finally, the cache replacement algorithm 

may differ, since the importance of objects‟ characteristics can affect the algorithms 

performance [91]. There is a clear need of new algorithms for multimedia traffic 

caching that improves cache‟s performance.  

Recent works analyze the potential gains from better usage of caching for the 

current scenario of intensive multimedia applications deployment in the Web 

[15][32][62]. Pareto principle applies for the YouTube scenario, as well as for the 

movies served by the traditional VoD systems, and about 10% popular videos accounts 

for 90% of total traffic. A simple cache that stores the long-term popular files can 

reduce the load on the main server in about 75% [15]. Since less than 2% of videos files 

requested every day are newly updated ones, an approach that focus on caching the 

most popular videos and the long-term content is able to increase the cache efficiency in 

more 10% [62].  

Both client-side and server-side caches employ mechanisms for objects 

replacement. Currently, the applicability of caches is widespread, including interception 

caches deployed inside Internet Service Providers (ISPs) aiming to minimize transit 

costs and offering a better service to end users, as well as Content Delivery Networks 

(CDNs) like Akamai [2] and Limelight [57], which have extended the caching idea by 

offering globally distributed cache infrastructure. These CDNs have a set of cache 

servers located throughout the Internet and an organization can contract them to 

redistribute content. The organization‟s customers obtain the content from a nearby 

cache server, reducing server load and minimizing bandwidth consumption [20].  

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlay for video distribution is a recent technology that 

composes a distribution network using the caches at the clients, improving as a result 

the availability of content through the scalability of P2P approach [39][113]. In this 

architecture, peers make available to their neighbors the videos currently being watched, 
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or videos already watched but that remain in their caches. Each peer manages its cache: 

the video object is divided in chunks, and the peer schedules which chunks to serve to 

the neighbors as well the required chunks to play the media without delays or 

discontinuity [59]. 

Replacement strategies are the core intelligence of a cache system. Each kind of 

cache system like Proxy caches, Interception proxy caches, CDNs and P2P systems 

needs to implement replacement strategies for the admission and eviction of objects. 

Although several works have been conducted about traditional Web caching, there is 

still a lack of studies to understand the complexity of cache replacement strategies in the 

context of multimedia distribution in the Internet environment. Therefore, the major 

question that this thesis aims to answer is:  

Is possible to develop new cache replacement strategies for Video on-Demand 

distribution that improve the cache performance concerning to bandwidth consumption 

and Quality of Experience? 

In order to address this issue, this thesis performs a thorough examination of the 

area and proposes new methods for improving cache performance for multimedia 

content. These methods are validated through comparison with current approaches in 

several synthetic network scenarios and real traces, discussing their applicability, 

advantages and limitations. 

1.2. Objectives 

The main objective of this thesis work is to propose a new cache replacement 

mechanism for Video on-Demand distribution on the Internet that decreases bandwidth 

consumption and provides satisfactory QoE for the end user, both seen as imperative 

features in the video distribution area. The specific objectives of the thesis are: 

 To provide a thorough understanding of the problems and challenges 

involving the use of cache for VoD distribution, including cache 

replacement algorithms and cache deployment in the Internet scenario; 

 To propose a new cache replacement algorithm that provides enhanced 

cache performance, reducing bandwidth consumption and providing 

acceptable QoE for the end user;  

 To provide a performance analysis of the proposed approaches compared 

to well-known techniques in several network scenarios including 
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distinguished network traffic characteristics, such as the number of user 

requests, the video popularity distribution and the cacheable traffic, and 

 To present recommendations about the selection of the adequate cache 

replacement algorithm that provides improved cache performance for the 

desired goal of reducing bandwidth consumption or improving QoE. 

1.3. Organization of the Thesis Proposal 

This thesis work has been structured in order to introduce the concepts involved 

in the area of cache for VoD distribution, to present distinguished approaches from the 

literature and to contribute to the development of the area. The remainder of this 

document is organized as follows. 

The second chapter describes the state of the art in VoD distribution techniques, 

detailing the main approaches utilized to optimize VoD delivery on the Internet. It 

presents several approaches in the recent literature that aim to improve VoD content 

distribution and also makes a characterization about the current VoD traffic in the 

Internet. The third chapter presents the methodology, describing the proposed 

algorithms for caching, the metrics, the simulator and the workloads used in the 

performance analysis. The fourth chapter presents the performance analysis with case 

studies based on synthetic workloads, where the effects of several traffic conditions 

over the cache replacement approaches are evaluated. The fifth chapter analyses the 

proposed approaches used to cache content of the YouTube service, providing insights 

about the behavior of the algorithms with real data.  Chapter six presents the 

development of an analytical model to predict the behavior of the proposed approaches 

according to several traffic conditions, while chapter seven presents the concluding 

remarks, the recommendations, the contributions and the future works.  

All references are listed in chapter eight. Finally, the appendices bring a list of 

abbreviations and acronyms, and the description and details about the regression 

analysis.  
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Chapter 2 – State of the Art 

In this chapter, we describe the main issues related to cache strategies for VoD 

distribution in the Internet environment and identify the efforts and techniques adopted 

to overcome the main challenges and difficulties in the area. 

2.1. Content Delivery 

While the Internet model is highly decentralized and distributed, the traditional 

model for content delivery is basically centralized and follows the client-server 

approach, with a Web server storing the content and serving the user requests. This 

approach causes several problems of scalability, with the server becoming overloaded if 

the number of requests increases over its capacity. Additionally, a high number of 

requests may cause a high load on the access link to the Web server, and the bandwidth 

availability may not be enough to attend all the clients [9].  

Besides scalability and bandwidth capacity, another key issue of the traditional 

client-server model is the network distance between the main server and the clients. The 

network distance is measured in number of routers that the information traverses from 

one point of the Internet to another. Often, the geographical distance does not represent 

the network distance, and users accessing servers in one location geographically close to 

them may need to go across distant peering points to obtain the desired information 

[38].  Each router on the path between client and server introduces delay to the 

transmission time, thus it is important to minimize the network distance between them 

to reduce the total latency. The best-effort model of the Internet frequently results in 

high delay and loss of packets, causing low service quality to end users. 

One important approach to overcome the high delays in the Web scenario is to 

redistribute the content moving it closer to the client through replication. In this 

distribution model, the closest replica servers can serve the client requests, decreasing 

the access time and reducing network load and bandwidth consumption. Replication and 

Caching are two core solutions which commonly work together to address the problem 

of having servers close to the clients.  

The RFC 3040 [75] establishes the taxonomy of web replication and caching 

infrastructure and defines Cache as “a program’s local store of response messages and 

the subsystem that controls its message storage, retrieval and deletion”. It states that a 
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cache aims to reduce the response time and network bandwidth consumption for future 

equal requests. Replication is defined as "creating and maintaining a duplicate copy of 

a database or file system on a different computer, typically a server". 

The RFC 3466 [77] describes the role of Content Networks to solve the problem 

of content distribution in the Internet and extends the vocabulary defined in RFC 3040, 

preferring “proxy caching” to name the technology of installing replicas of the content 

closer to the end user. In the context of content distribution, a proxy cache stores web 

objects next to the client in a place located between the source of the content and the 

user, where it becomes faster to retrieve. The cache intercepts and hands out requests to 

the same content, decreasing the network resource consumption and reducing the delay 

perceived by the user. 

Proxy caching enhances the availability of objects and alleviates packet losses: 

transmission of content from a proxy cache is generally more reliable than a 

transmission from a distant server. Thus, proxy caching has become an essential part in 

content distribution systems.   

Caches can be classified as [38]: client-side proxy cache, server-side proxy 

cache and interception proxy cache. A forward proxy cache is located at the client-side 

and can act to improve content delivery for a workgroup or enterprise. At the first 

request, the content is downloaded from the main server and stored at the local cache, 

and all subsequent requests to the same content will be served by this local cache. It can 

reduce the traffic load over the wide area connection and provide lower delays to the 

users that access the content from the cache. Figure 1 shows an example of a forward 

proxy cache installation at a workgroup or enterprise. 

 

Figure 1 - Forward proxy cache 

A reverse proxy, also known as a server accelerator, is a server-side proxy cache 

that distributes the requests of users to the adequate server replicas, releasing the load 

on origin servers. Several algorithms are used by the reverse proxy to balance network 
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server traffic, accelerate the responses or filter the requests by content type, redirecting 

them to the best server. When the traffic increases, more replicas can be added to the 

system. In another approach, reverse proxies can be located far from the origin servers. 

CDNs like AKAMAI and Limelight places their replicas in strategic locations in the 

Internet, and uses complex mechanisms to balance the requests between their replica 

servers [10][102]. Figure 2 shows and example of reverse proxy cache located close to 

the web servers. 

 

Figure 2 - Reverse proxy cache 

An interception proxy cache is commonly installed by an Internet Service 

Provider (ISP) to reduce cross traffic and improve the services for its clients. When an 

user requests Web content from a remote server, the ISP intercepts the request and 

sends it to the local interception proxy cache, that can serve the content if stored. Using 

this mechanism, the ISP can reduce the Wide Area Network (WAN) traffic and deliver 

the content to the client quickly
1
. Figure 3 shows an example of interception proxy 

installation at in ISP. 

 

Figure 3 - Interception proxy cache at ISP 

                                                 

1 Although the use of interception proxy caches is controversial, ISPs continue to deploy then for bandwidth 

savings.. However, this question is out of the scope of this work.  
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2.2. Cache Strategies for Video on-Demand Distribution 

2.2.1. Proxy Caching Replacement Strategies 

While several techniques had been developed to cache web content like text and 

images, these approaches are not adequate for the growing number of continuous VoD 

streamed in the Internet [83]. Typically, multimedia VoD objects are very large and 

represent a heavy load on both network and caches. Storing the entire content of large 

multimedia objects can quickly exhaust the capacity of a conventional proxy cache. 

The most common approaches used for cache replacement strategies are Least 

Frequently Used (LFU) and Least Recently Used (LRU). These approaches originate the 

vast majority of web cache algorithms used nowadays. Frequency-based algorithms 

uses the LFU approach, Recency-based algorithms uses the LRU and 

Recency/Frequency-based approaches applies a combination of recency and frequency 

along with other object characteristics, refining LRU and LFU. Another category of 

algorithms is known as Function-based replacement. In this category, a caching priority 

function is used to assign a value for each object in the cache, and the values are used to 

make replacement operations, like selecting objects for eviction or splitting the objects 

[89][91]. 

As multimedia objects are commonly large in size, distinct strategies have been 

proposed to deal with cache replacement strategies for these objects, which split them in 

smaller segments. Once the object is partitioned, the cache storage space can be 

managed by the cache algorithm to maintain the segments of the most popular objects in 

the cache. This technique is known as Partial caching and most of current caching 

algorithms continues using this approach. The techniques of partitioning are combined 

with frequency, recency, recency/frequency and function-based approaches for a better 

cache management.  

In a seminal work for partial caching, Townsley et al. argue that the existing 

techniques for caching text and images are not suitable for large multimedia objects 

[96]. Therefore, they propose a partial caching scheme for multimedia streams called 

Prefix caching that splits the objects in two parts: the prefix and the rest of the object. In 

this scheme, the cache tries to maintain the initial segments of the objects stored in the 

cache. In the subsequent requests to the same object, the initial frames are transmitted to 

the user while the cache recovers the rest of the object simultaneously from the main 
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server. The most important result of this scheme is to hide the initial latency between 

the server and the proxy, and to increase the perceived quality for the end user. They 

also discuss the best prefix size. Until today, many multimedia proxy caching 

algorithms combine this approach with other techniques aiming to reduce start-up delay.   

In the same year, Miao and Ortega discuss the advantages of caching by 

selecting parts of the video streams [65]. This selective caching approach stores the 

initial segment but also finds which frames should be cached if there is more space left 

on the cache. The selection considers the knowledge of user buffer sizes and video 

stream properties. Several studies can be found in the literature that examine suitable 

algorithms to improve buffer efficiency at the client side. However, although our 

proposal also adopts the selection of the most important parts of the video to maintain in 

the cache, it is not our goal to address congestion buffer efficiency.  

Rejaie et al. discuss the implications of  quality adaptation on proxy caching 

mechanisms, presenting an end-to-end architecture for layered-encoded streams [87]. 

The architecture smoothes variations in quality by pre-fetching required fragments of 

the objects that are missing in the cache. Although this work is more related to the 

quality adaptation of layered encoded objects, they emphasize that proxy caches 

replacement studies may easily be applied to their architecture. In our work, we 

consider that objects are non-layered in terms of coding, but the developed algorithms 

also could be combined with layered coding to provide distinct quality levels for the end 

user.  

As described earlier, Prefix caching is a technique still used nowadays to 

improve cache performance, combined with segmentation methods for the later 

segments of the objects [48][107] [110]. In the Exponential caching approach [110] the 

authors extend the prefix caching scheme by reserving an area in the cache for the initial 

segments of an object. They apply a variable sized segmentation which stores small 

segments from the beginning of the stream and large segments from the later parts. The 

segment size increases exponentially, and the i-th segment has size 2 
i-1

. They argue that 

this approach is interesting because the cache can discard ½ of a cached object with a 

single action; as the caching priority typically decreases from the beginning to the end 

of a video, it is more cost effective if the cache can remove a large segment from a 

cached media object that is not popular anymore. 
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The number of segments to be cached for each object is based on the frequency 

of access and the segment distance from the beginning of the media. The admission 

policy applies different criteria for the beginning and later segments of an object, based 

on segment number. This technique reserves a portion of the cache (Cmin) to store the 

initial segments (Kmin) of each object. A segment with a segment number smaller than 

Kmin is always stored in the reserved portion of the cache, and the replacement policy for 

these initial segments is LRU. The initial Kmin segments are cached as a unit (like a 

prefix) and are only replaced by the initial segments of other objects. For the later 

segments, a caching priority function is evaluated and the segments with least caching 

priority are considered for eviction. The replacement candidate segment is removed 

from the cache when its caching priority is smaller than that of the new segment under 

evaluation for caching and there is no active user currently playing back the object.  

In [111], the same authors formalized the exponential segmentation naming it as 

Pyramid and presented Skyscraper, a variation where the segment size increases more 

slowly: the size of segment i+1 is either the same or twice as segment i. The 

performance analysis compares Fixed, Pyramid and Skyscraper strategies, concluding 

that Pyramid is the best among the three approaches. In both the approaches Pyramid 

and Skyscraper, when one object is requested for the first time the initial segments are 

always eligible for caching. This technique often increases the performance of start-up 

delay. However, the parameters number of initial segments (Kmin) and cache capacity 

reserved for initial segments (Cinit) must be pre-configured according to workload‟s 

characteristics in order to achieve its maximum performance. If the set up of these 

parameters is not well configured, the performance can be degraded. We implement the 

distinguished Pyramid approach to compare it with our proposed algorithms. Figures 4 

and 5 show the segmentation scheme for these two approaches. 

 

Figure 4 - Pyramid (Exponential) segmentation 
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Figure 5 - Skyscraper segmentation 

Chen et al. present a variation of the segment-based approach that postpones the 

decision about the segment size to the moment of removing objects from the cache, 

named Lazy segmentation [13]. In this strategy, the victim object for eviction is chosen 

through a utility function that tries to predict future accesses to the media, based on the 

frequency and duration of previous accesses. The admission policy strategy caches the 

entire object at the first access, and the object is maintained in the cache until it is 

chosen for eviction by the replacement policy. The segmentation is applied only at the 

time of eviction. 

The segmentation technique uses the client‟s average access length as the basic 

segment unit for segmentation and enables the set up of different segment lengths 

according to the access pattern of each object. The replacement policy is based on a 

utility function that considers (i) the average number of accesses, (ii) the average 

duration of accesses, (iii) the length of cached data, and (iv) the expected probability of 

future accesses. The prediction of future accesses is based on the number of accesses 

and duration in a time interval. The object with the smallest utility value is chosen for 

eviction, but the first two segments are always maintained in the cache. The Lazy 

strategy obtains high byte hit ratio and is one of the approaches still considered 

important for proxy caching. The drawback of this policy is that it does not enable low 

delayed starts. We use this approach in our performance evaluation as a baseline to 

compare our proposed algorithms in terms of byte hit ratio metric. 

The work in [27] analyses the impact of replacement granularity on cache 

performance. It evaluates the segmentation of video files in chunks and applies cache 

decisions to the chunk level, observing that the replacement granularity can be adjusted 

to increase byte hit ratio. The experiments are conducted with several chunk sizes, 
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concluding that the use of small chunks leads to the maximization of byte hit in periods 

when the popularity is stable, while the use of larger chunks leads to the fast 

convergence of byte hit ratio when a extreme popularity change occurs. In our 

approach, we take in account this observation and make an adjustment of the chunk size 

for the video prefix as a percentage of video file size, in order to obtain a better byte hit 

performance.  

Wei Tu et al. highlight the importance of using proxy caches located close to the 

clients for the efficiency of VoD systems, which provides low latency and reduces the 

network traffic. In their initial work, they presented PAPA, a Popularity-Aware Partial 

Caching Algorithm for VoD [99]. The proposal is based on the conclusion of an online 

subjective test, where VoD users showed to prefer an immediate response from the 

system when searching for a certain point, even if the showed point is not exactly the 

searched point. They split the video in chunks, and each chunk of fixed size is divided 

in prefix and suffix. When making a fast-forward or rewind operation, the desired point 

is approximated by these anchor-points, and the prefix of the anchor point is then 

showed. The algorithm tries to maintain the prefixes of the most popular chunks in the 

cache, and although the approach generates a small deviation from the desired starting 

point, the playout can start quickly.  

In [107] the authors extended the idea of PAPA and propose a Dynamic 

Segment-based Caching Algorithm (DECA) where the segment size is variable 

according to the objects‟ popularity. The proxy cache is divided in two levels: L1 stores 

temporarily new video fragments using traditional replacement strategies as LRU; when 

the segments become popular they are moved to L2 and managed by a popularity-based 

approach. 

Wang et al. proposed the combination of object´s playback rate with existing 

cache replacement strategies to improve the selection of eviction victims from the 

cache, called Fragmental Proxy Cache [108]. In this scheme, the object is partitioned in 

two types of fragments, Sfrag (streamed fragments) and Cfrag (cached fragments). Each 

processing unit is composed by a Cfrag and a Sfrag fragment, and the video is 

segmented in several processing units. Cfrag is mantained in the cache, while Sfrag is 

streamed from the cache server during playback. The DVD-like operation functions like 

fast forward and rewind can access one processing unit, minimizing the delay perceived 

by the end user. 
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In [36] the same authors of Lazy strategy (described in Section 2.2.1) extend the 

Lazy‟s approach proposed for proxy cache systems to a peer-assisted media distribution 

system. They present a segment-based P2P media system called PROP, “collaborating 

and coordinating PROxy and its P2P clients” which distributes multimedia content 

using the P2P overlay network and the proxy cache. While in the Lazy‟s proposal the 

priority-based function is applied at the level of objects in the proxy cache, in PROP the 

same priority-based function is applied at the level of segments of the P2P system. The 

popularity of a segment is defined by    
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, the possibility that a new request arrives is small. Similarly to 

Lazy‟s approach, the segment with the lowest value for p is chosen as the eviction 

victim when the cache is full. We apply this equation at the level of objects in our 

proposed approach for proxy cache replacement. 

In [37], the replacement strategy for the cache is studied in the context of 

interception proxy caches for P2P systems. The work proposes an algorithm for cache 

replacement that tries to maintain the most popular segments of the P2P objects stored 

in an interception proxy cache located inside an ISP. This strategy is commonly applied 

to maintain the P2P file sharing inside the ISP, and reduce the transit traffic. The 

algorithm chooses the number of segments to be cached according to the popularity of 

the object and the mean object size in the workload. They compare their approach with 

other cache replacement algorithms like LRU, LFU and the off-line optimal algorithm 

(which searches for the most popular objects off-line and stores the objects that will 

serve the most number of bytes from the cache). The results shows that the proposed 

approach provides a better byte hit ratio for the interception proxy cache, helping to 

maintain the traffic located inside the ISP. 
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2.2.2. Proxy Caching Architectures 

Cache replacement strategies are largely used to improve proxy cache 

performance, leading to better QoE and bandwidth savings. These strategies are 

combined with architectural aspects of cache systems to improve the whole 

performance of video delivery.  

Satsiou and Paterakis [94][95] present a hierarchical cache topology approach 

using two levels of caches, where the proxies work in a collaborative scheme to serve 

client communities. The first level of caches (A caches) is located closer to the end 

users and stores the first segments of videos (Bp blocks) and the second level of caches 

is located further and stores the later segments (B caches). In this collaborative system, 

while a level A cache is serving the first segments, the level B cache fetches the later 

parts from the main server.  Type A proxies use simple LRU as replacement strategy, 

and Type B proxies uses LRLFU approach, which aims to capture changes in object 

popularity considering both recency and frequency of requested objects. 

The LRLFU algorithm uses a recency/frequency based utility function to choose 

the objects for eviction. The utility function is given by  
  

    , where RF is the 

number of requests,   is the current time and    is the last time the object was 

requested. They argue that these combined strategies can improve the byte hit compared 

with the simple cache technique. This scheme decreases the number of requests with 

delayed start but still has the same drawbacks of the pre-configured parameters (Bp 

blocks and cache size for the initial segments). We implement the LRLFU utility 

function used in this scheme for comparison with our proposed algorithms. 

The approach presented by Dakshayini et al. proposes an architecture of 

interconnected proxies using a prefix-based segmentation [63]. The approach uses two 

prefixes, one with the first minutes of a video and the second with the following minutes 

from the same video. The architecture is composed by a main server connected to a set 

of trackers, in turn connected to a group of proxy caches. The group of caches is then 

interconnected using a ring pattern. Proxy caches and their clients are closely located, 

and the caches cooperate to share prefixes and objects aiming to reduce the fetch 

operations from the main server.  

The work in [17] proposes a scheme that uses a fixed segmentation and a 

hierarchical set of caches to improve cache efficiency. The video objects are divided in 

three parts and distributed in three levels of proxy caches. L1 is the closest level to the 
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clients, and the most popular chunks are placed at L1 caches. It analyses several 

combination of storage capacity distributed through the caches in a hierarchical system 

to deliver stored video (VoD) streams without delay or quality loss. In this system, the 

quality of service is completely guaranteed: when a video is requested, the bandwidth 

requirements are reserved trying to offer the minimum possible start-up delay and also 

minimizing breaks and quality losses.   

They demonstrate that the number and capacity of caches highly affects the 

system performance. If the caches are too large, they can become a bottleneck, receiving 

most of the requests; if they are too small, they cannot help to reduce the main server 

load. In our performance analysis, we evaluate the impact of proxy cache size by 

varying this from 5% to 70% of the total size of all objects in the system. This 

evaluating approach is also used by other works in the area of cache replacement 

strategies to achieve a better understanding of the role of cache size over the cache 

algorithms [13][107]. 

2.2.3. Server-side Proxy Caching 

Several approaches are currently used to improve content distribution using 

proxies at the server side. At present, the most significant infrastructures that manage 

replication and caching over the Internet are known as Content Networks. The concept 

of Content Networks can be defined as: 

“A communication network that deploys infrastructure components 

operating at protocol layers 4-7. These components interconnect with 

each other, creating a virtual network layered on top of an existing 

packet network infrastructure [38]. 

One distinguished approach of Content Networks largely used at present is 

known as Content Distribution Networks (CDN) [41][72][79]. In a CDN, the content is 

replicated and placed on the edge of the network to save bandwidth and provide a faster 

and more reliable access. A CDN commonly maintains multiple Points of Presence 

(PoP) with clusters of replica servers (caches) that store copies of identical content, such 

that users‟ requests are satisfied by the most appropriate site. The main functional 

components of a CDN are Content Distribution, Request-Routing and Authorization, 

Authentication and Accounting [9][80] (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 - CDN architecture [80] 

2.2.3.1. Content Distribution 

The Content Distribution component uses several approaches to distribute and 

maintain the content among cache servers, also providing information to the Request-

Routing component to help in replica server selection. The efficiency of content 

selection and distribution can improve the network performance and reduce the total 

cost associated with content delivery. These strategies are adopted by the caches and 

can be combined with cache replacement approaches as described in Section 2.2.1.  

The Content Distribution involves the placement of replica servers (caches or 

surrogates), the content selection and delivery and the content outsourcing.  

Placement of Replica Servers  

The decision about the number and placement of replica servers at strategic 

positions close to the clients is crucial for the efficiency of content delivery. Several 

algorithms were developed to assist the best placement of replica servers, some of them 

modeling the problem as a center placement problem, where the goal is to place a given 

number of centers minimizing the maximum distance between a node and the nearest 

center. One variant of the problem is the minimum K-center problem [78] which is NP-

complete and highly complex. Some heuristics that taking in account information as 

workload pattern and network topology from a CDN were developed, such as Greedy, 

Hot-spot and Tree-based approaches.  

In the Greedy approach Erro! Fonte de referência não encontrada., the cost of 

a site to host a replica is computed with the assumption that all clients will access the 

site. Once each potential site is evaluated, the site with the lowest cost is chosen. In the 
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second iteration, the greedy algorithm searches for a second site in conjunction with the 

site already chosen. The process continues until the set of servers be placed.  

The Hot-Spot approach [52] analyses the amount of traffic generated in a 

network region and places replicas close to the clients where the greatest load is found. 

The region (or vicinity) is defined as the circle centered on a node with some radius 

(number of nodes distant). It requires a lower computational effort than Greedy 

algorithm, but can achieve less efficient results for the traffic balance. 

The Tree-based approach [56] considers that the underlying topologies are trees, 

and subdivides a tree T into several small trees Ti, placing the replica servers in each 

small tree. The algorithm finds an optimal placement when the underlying topologies 

are trees, and clients request from the proxy on the path toward the Web server, that is, 

clients only can request from a cache in the same sub-tree.  

Content Selection and Delivery  

The Content Selection and Delivery includes how the content is transferred from 

the main server to the replica servers, and several techniques have been developed to 

optimize the distribution. The content in the main server can be replicated to the cache 

replicas in full or partial mode.  Full Replication is a simplistic approach, used when the 

cache servers perform entire replication of the objects. Although hardware prices are 

decreasing, the on-going increase size of web objects (particularly multimedia objects) 

and the dynamic content make the problem of storing and updating content very 

demanding. Furthermore, this approach also can result in an overuse of the network 

resources, because one may unnecessarily replicate a part of content that is rarely 

requested.   

In the Partial Replication approach, the system must decide on how to replicate 

the subsets of the content in an intelligent manner in order to use the network resources 

efficiently. Based on the approach to select objects to perform replication, partial 

approaches can be classified into [25]: 

 Empirical Approach – In this approach, the network administrator is responsible 

for selecting the content to be replicated to the cache servers, using a given 

heuristic. However the uncertainty in choosing the right heuristics cannot 

guarantee the best system performance. 

 Popularity-based – This approach considers the most popular objects to be 

replicated into the caches. This approach is time consuming and the variation in 
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popularity of an object may not be correctly updated, because the popularity of 

objects varies considerably. Moreover, such statistics are often not available for 

newly introduced content. This approach has been largely studied and combined 

with other strategies to prevent flash crowds and improve system efficiency 

[3][26]. 

 Object-based – This approach takes into account the content replication through 

units of objects, giving the maximum performance gain. Each object is 

replicated to the cache server under storage constraints. One of the drawbacks 

found here is its high implementation complexity on real applications [14]. 

 Cluster-based – In this approach, the content is grouped and replicated in units 

of content clusters, taking into account factors such as access frequency and 

correlation. This approach is also complex to deploy [31]. 

Dynamic replication is a promising partial replication approach that minimizes 

download time, web server load and network traffic with reduced cache server. The 

control of dynamic replication is based on statistical changes observed over a period. 

The authors in [86] propose a protocol to lead with dynamic replica placement 

and request distribution taking into account the load of cache servers. The scheme 

integrates the decision about the number and placement of object replicas with an 

algorithm for distributing requests among replicas. The strategy considers dynamic load 

changes due to any object migration or replication, and ensures that no server becomes 

overloaded. Load bounds on servers are tunable parameters used to add stability to the 

system. Deletion and replication thresholds for objects determine options for replica 

placement. Although this approach presents good results, the evaluation only considers 

small objects around 12 KB and not multimedia content. 

The authors in [31] propose a coarse-grain dynamic replication scheme to 

manage replica content efficiently. The scheme aggregates objects stored in the origin 

server into multiple content groups and replicate them on per-group granularity. The 

groups are created in a dynamic way, according to objects popularities. The simulation 

shows that this strategy provides almost as good replication performance as object 

replication, with less overhead than the object replication scheme. 

Long-term Pre-fetching is a technique used to identify the most valuable objects 

to replicate among the cache servers based on long-term (statistical) characteristics of 

objects, such as access frequencies, size and updates. The Top-ten approach  suggests 

caching the 10 most popular objects from each server in all caches [26]. A slightly more 
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general scheme is to pre-fetch the m most popular objects from the entire system. As 

more popular objects account for more requests, pre-fetching by popularity is expected 

to achieve a higher hit rate.  

In another scheme, Pre-fetching by Lifetime [114], the objects to replicate are 

selected based on the longest lifetime. The lifetime of an object is the interval between 

two consecutive modifications of this object; if we select the objects with the longest 

lifetime to replicate in cache servers, the network traffic usage will decrease, 

minimizing bandwidth consumption. 

 In the Good Fetch [105] approach, the proposal is to balance the access 

frequency and update frequency (lifetime) to replicate the objects. The heuristic behind 

this is that objects with higher access frequencies and longer update intervals are more 

likely to be pre-fetched. In this strategy, the objects that have the highest probability of 

being accessed during their lifetime are selected for pre-fetching.  

The approach proposed in [3] presents a family of pre-fetching algorithms called 

Objective-Greedy pre-fetching, which aims to improve the performance in terms of hit-

rate (H), bandwidth (B) and H/B metrics. The H/B metric combines the effect of 

increasing hit hate (H) and limiting the extra bandwidth (B) consumed by pre-fetching. 

The results show that the proposed H/B Greedy algorithm improves the H/B metric and 

is able to adapt to dynamic changes of objects characteristics. 

Content Outsourcing 

Content outsourcing is related to the relationship between the replica servers and 

the origin server into a CDN. There are four policies for content outsourcing in the 

literature: cooperative and non-cooperative pull-based and cooperative and non-

cooperative push-based [25].  

 Cooperative pull-based: This policy consists of pulling the content from the 

nearby surrogates in case of cache misses. The surrogates find nearby copies of 

the requested objects using a distributed index, storing them in their caches. This 

scheme is reactive, since a data object is cached only under client requests. Such 

policy implies a high communication overhead when the number of clients is 

high. 

 Non-cooperative pull-based: In this policy, the surrogates pull content from the 

origin server when there is a cache miss. The disadvantage is that the object is 

replicated several times in different surrogates, suffering with excessive 
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replication redundancy. Many successful CDNs such as Akamai and Limelight 

use this approach, since cooperative push-based is considered optimal but is still 

at the experimental stage. The drawback for this approach is that CDNs do not 

always choose the optimal surrogate to serve the content.  

 Cooperative push-based: This policy consists of proactively pushing the content 

from the origin server to the surrogate servers. The CDN maintains a mapping 

between content and surrogate servers. When the client requests content, if the 

surrogate has the object, then such request is locally served. If there is a cache 

miss, then the request is forwarded to the nearby surrogate. If the requested 

object has not been outsourced, then the origin server is responsible for serving 

the content to the client. In this policy, the surrogate servers share efficiently the 

bandwidth among them, reducing the cost to implement the cooperation, besides 

reducing the consistency maintenance costs. The main algorithm for content 

replication used by this approach is the greedy-global heuristic algorithm.  

 Non-cooperative push-based: This policy consists of proactively pushing the 

content from the origin server to the surrogate servers. There is no cooperation 

between surrogates to provide information about redirection in this scheme, 

which does not provide flexibility in adjusting replication. This is a poor scheme 

that is not used.   

2.2.3.2. Request-Routing 

A request-routing system is responsible for forwarding a client request to a 

suitable cache server, based on policies and metrics. The „closest‟ cache server is 

chosen based on metrics such as network proximity, bandwidth availability, client 

perceived latency, network distance, server load and availability of content [23]. 

According to the authors in [93], the request-routing system has two parts: request-

routing algorithm and request-routing mechanism. Request-routing policies consist of 

algorithms that aim at estimating the closest cache server to the client. Redirection 

mechanisms inform the client about the suitable cache through information generated by 

the redirection policies. 

Akamai [24] uses a complex adaptive request-routing algorithm which considers 

the nearest server as a function of network topology and dynamic network 

characteristics; availability as a function of load and network bandwidth and likelihood 

as a function of which servers have the content. The request-routing system is based on 
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continuous monitoring of the state of services, servers and network, and the details of 

such technology are not revealed. 

2.2.3.3. Authorization, Authentication and Accounting 

The authorization, authentication and accounting infrastructure is responsible for 

user authentication, access and control of clients operations. Digital right management, 

security and privileges of all entities involved in the transactions are also managed by 

this subsystem, which maintains records about client usage of the CDN servers. 

Commonly, CDN providers accounts the traffic volume delivered to the clients and uses 

this information for usage-based billing  

The accounting mechanism obtains information related to request-routing, 

distribution and delivery for each CDN component. For a CDN provider like AKAMAI, 

the information collected has a volume of billions of log lines, and a summary of each 

month needs to be summarized for billing. To scale the back-end billing infrastructure is 

considered as important as to scale the client‟s content servers by AKAMAI, because 

the amount of information to be processed grows as the number of servers and 

customers grows [24]. The cost of CDNs services is considered high, mostly influenced 

by bandwidth cost, volume of traffic distribution, size of content replicated, number of 

surrogate servers and system reliability, stability and security [80]. 

2.2.4. Interception Proxy Caches 

Nowadays, the popularity of Peer-to-Peer systems for content distribution has 

increased at a fast pace. This class of applications is responsible for a large fraction of 

the traffic generated between Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and there is a trend of 

further increase in the future [37]. Recently, in addition to being used for file sharing, 

P2P technology has also been widely used in applications for video distribution on the 

Internet, such as live stream and VoD. Several P2P video applications are of Chinese 

origin as in the case of PPLive, TVU, PPStream and SOPCast.  

Additionally, some content network providers have also used the P2P 

technology combined with the CDN approach to leverage their businesses. Among them 

are Velocix, GridNetworks and Akamai, which bought the company that specializes in 

P2P Red Swosh in 2007 [53] and began offering services based on this technology in 

2009 [10]. 
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However, the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are not satisfied with the 

increased usage of P2P technology. The main reason is that distribution costs are being 

transferred from the content providers to ISPs [6][37]. Since most P2P protocols do not 

select nodes within the same ISP, the transit traffic caused by data sharing between 

internal and external nodes can cause high cost for the ISPs. While there are exchange 

agreements using peering links between ISPs which generally do not incur costs, it is 

unlikely for an ISP to have agreements with all existing ISPs. Typically, an ISP pays for 

the transit links that connect indirectly to other ISPs with which it has no direct 

connection. Recent polls show that only about 8% of the traffic generated by P2P 

applications remains internal to the ISP while 92% travels across transit links and 

peering [98]. Moreover, most of the bytes transferred due to P2P applications is 

originated from large objects [55][35]. 

In order to reduce this traffic, ISPs have taken steps such as blocking P2P 

applications. This solution is not simple as it requires sophisticated techniques of both 

hardware and software, and even then, many applications are always trying a way to 

evade the detection of its protocols [29]. A second alternative is the use of caches to 

improve the locality of traffic, which act by intercepting requests from client nodes 

[22][50]. In this approach, caches use the same protocol as the P2P system and act as a 

node of large capacity that "attracts" the requests of users to have high capacity and 

bandwidth. The content is first sought internally to the ISP and will only be accessed 

externally if not found in the cache or if its capacity is exceeded. To improve this 

solution, cache replacement strategies are used to power up the cache efficiency in 

maintaining the most popular content stored.  

Several works have been studying the usage of interception proxy caches by 

ISPs. In [50], Karagianis et al. present one of the first studies to assess the impact of 

P2P traffic on ISPs, showing that the distribution costs are being transferred from the 

content providers to the Internet Service Providers. The idea of using caches and the 

concept of locality of traffic are evaluated from collected traces of BitTorrent, 

suggesting that these strategies can significantly benefit ISPs, by reducing their costs. 

In [16] the authors propose an approach to reduce the cost of inter-ISP traffic 

without compromising the performance of P2P systems or requiring additional 

infrastructure. The peer selection algorithm proposed in this scheme uses network views 

collected by CDNs to choose the peers that are likely to minimize the cross-ISP traffic. 

The CDN-based oracle for peer selection uses the CDN redirection system as an oracle 
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to find out if two peers are close to each other, and then bias the selection of neighbors 

using this information. They affirm that when different hosts have similar redirection 

behavior they are close to the replica server, and obviously closer to each other.  

Due to the tension between ISPs and P2P applications, the authors in [98] 

propose a new strategy called HTTP-based on Peer-to-Peer. This technique proposes the 

utilization of existing caches primarily used for the storage of web traffic to 

alternatively store P2P traffic. For this, the authors described a process called 

'HTTPifying', which is the segmentation of a P2P file into smaller pieces to be 

encapsulated, transported and processed by the caches as HTTP traffic. In this study, 

through simulations, significant gains have been identified, such as reducing the load of 

traffic between ISPs and the Internet backbone without compromising the P2P 

application involved. 

In [10], a study of relevant characteristics of P2P traffic was conducted, 

evaluating the benefits of using interception proxy caches. The P2P traffic was collected 

and characterized by analyzing the distributions of popularity of objects. Subsequently, 

a partial caching algorithm was proposed, based on the modeling done previously. 

Following the idea of caching web objects, the algorithm seeks to minimize the major 

problems caused to ISPs by P2P traffic. The simulations show high levels of 

performance, and also the importance of the partial caching for this type of traffic. 

Despite the great potential, schemes involving cooperative caches for P2P traffic 

have not been much discussed in the literature. In [22] the author proposes a system of 

cooperative caches consistent with the business relationships between ISPs for P2P 

video distribution. The author proposes an architecture that allows ISPs to use their 

caches more efficiently through peering ISPs. The cooperative caches scheme is 

formulated as a problem of resource allocation and uses graph theory to determine the 

optimal number of relay nodes in one ISP. 

2.2.5. Advances in Cache Deployment 

Recently, several works have been evaluating the benefits of peer-assisted 

caching for video distribution in the Internet [30] [39][40][47]. The main issue of here is 

to exploit client-caching capabilities to increase content replication and provide 

multimedia content for a larger number of users. Despite the technical difficulties, the 

advantage of P2P systems for self-organization, bandwidth scalability and network path 

redundancy makes this alternative extremely attractive for video distribution  
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In [39][40] the authors investigate the potential gain of peer-assisted VoD if 

participating peers watching the video also cache and redistribute the content to other 

peers. They use a nine-month trace of MSN-video to show that the peer-assisted model 

can significantly reduce the costs for bandwidth at server side, principally if the peers 

use their spare bandwidth capacity to pre-fetch videos already watched, increasing the 

content availability in the system.  

In [62] the authors make a detailed investigation about the world‟s largest UGC 

VoD system, YouTube. They also evaluate the potential contribution of a peer-assisted 

model in UGC systems like YouTube using a real trace. They found that the server load 

can be reduced to 41% if the users act as caches and share content during the time of 

video length, 59% if the users share the content during 28 minutes (the average duration 

of a user session) and 98.7% if they share the content during a day.   

To be successful, P2P solutions not only need to provide riveting services, but 

also offer an enhanced quality of experience to users of video applications, overcoming 

several difficulties in wired and wireless environments. However, work in this area is 

still at the earlier stages.  A P2P video system constructs an overlay network where one 

or various peers can deliver video content to others peers. In this approach, a peer works 

as a server, and each client can choose another peer to request a block (chunk) of data. 

This mechanism involves many challenges to be addressed, such as overlay network 

construction, content distribution mechanism, peer selection strategies, media coding, 

bandwidth heterogeneity, peer dynamics (churn of peers) and incentive strategies for 

participating nodes. 

Peer-assisted approaches for video distribution can be generally classified into 

two classes: tree-based and mesh-based approaches [64]. The tree-based overlays 

organize participating peers into one or multiple distributed trees, rooted at the source of 

content. Relationships between members are well defined, on a parent-child structure. 

This mechanism is typically push-based and when a node receives a data packet, it 

forwards to its children [11]. The mesh-based approach implements a mesh distribution 

graph, where a member contacts a set of peers to request content, known as pull-based 

[21]. This approach contrasts to tree-based because it does not have to maintain a static 

overlay to deliver data. Instead, in a typical gossip algorithm, a node sends information 

about available data to a set of neighbors who can request the data in the next round. 

A recent approach which combines the functionalities of content networks and 

the scalability of P2P systems has been proposed in the literature for content distribution 
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[10][47][47]. In [10], the authors quantify the potential gains of Akamai and Limelight, 

if both used a hybrid approach to enhance the content availability using small caches 

located at the clients. The measurements are based on real-world traces: a VoD trace 

and a large-scale software upload trace. They found that this approach can cut the server 

load for both Akamai and Limelight by more than 2/3 for Internet VoD, and potential 

savings could be high even if peers only make available 1/3 of their upload capacity for 

sharing. The authors strongly believe that CDN-P2P will emerge as a predominate 

architecture for high-quality video distribution. Corroborating these conclusions, 

Akamai bought the P2P delivery specialist Red Swoosh in 2007 [53]. It is expected that 

the world CDN leader offer a service that combines these two architectures soon. 

2.3. Video on-Demand Characterization 

Multimedia video objects present particular characteristics that differ from 

general Web pages composed by text and images. Web objects are small, when 

compared to multimedia objects, especially videos. The size of the average web page of 

the top 500 websites has grown more than five times since 2003, growing from 93.7 KB 

in 2003 to 507 KB in 2009. Other statistics show that since 1995, the average web page 

size has increased 35 times, and the number of objects per page has increased by 28 

times, as shown in Figure 7. The x axis shows the years from 1995 to 2009. The average 

size of a web page was 320 KB in 2009 [109]. 

 

Figure 7 - Growth of web pages and number of objects [109] 

In contrast, a multimedia object has a high data rate and longer playback 

duration, which combined leads to a huge data volume. Acharya et. al presented in 1998 

one of the earliest study about streaming media files stored on Web servers [1]. These 
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files, encoded at low bit rates and transmitted by streaming to dial-up users were 

typically of 1MB in size with durations less than ten minutes. By 2007, the average size 

of videos was 192.6 seconds in duration with a bit rate of 328 Kbps, resulting in a 

median video of 63 MB in file size. The mean size of a video file available in the 

Internet in 2007 was 201 times larger than the size of a web page. Figure 8 shows the 

growth of video duration since 1997. 

 

Figure 8 - Video duration growing [109] 

On-Demand video content available in the Internet environment can vary from 

small videos produced by the owner users in sites as MySpace 127 and YouTube to 

larger objects provided by services as NetFlix and Powerinfo. Traditional video services 

on the Internet  typically contain a small to medium number of long videos, composed 

by 1-2 hours movies, while YouTube stores short videos [15][32][62]. In a study with 

almost 25 million transactions and 600,000 downloaded videos, Gill et al. found that the 

average YouTube video size is 10MB, with over 65,000 new videos added every day 

[32]. In another recent study published in 2008, Cheng et al. [15] collected more than 3 

million YouTube videos and found an average size of 8.4 MB with a bit rate around 330 

kbps.  

PowerInfo is a Video on-Demand system provided by China Telecom in the 

main Chinese cities, with more than 1.5 million users. A typical video object from this 

system is a movie with 100 minutes of duration stored as a 300 MB file [104]. 

LoveFilm is the European largest online VoD service, with an average movie length of 

94 minutes. NetFlix is a Video on-Demand service very popular in U.S that offers TV 

episodes and movies streamed over the Internet for a subscription of $7.99 a month 

[62]. The size of a typical movie is around 700MB, while TV series are about 350 MB 

if encoded in MPEG4 format. 
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Considering these statistics, we construct our synthetic workloads for 

performance evaluation using two file sizes, the first we call “small size videos” 

representing a typical YouTube UGC content, with an average size of 10MB, and the 

second representing “large size videos”, with an average size of 600MB. 

Furthermore, some studies have been analyzing user behavior to understand how 

long they stay connected, and how these users terminated the sessions. Yu et al. present 

a measurement characterizing the behavior of a typical VoD service provided in China. 

They found that typical users are extremely “impatient”, scanning through the beginning 

of films to define their interest. They observed that 37% of users just watch the first five 

minutes, and more than ¾ of users terminated the session in 25 minutes. The majority of 

users (52.55%) terminate the sessions within the first 10 minutes [104]. 

Based on the description of interrupted sessions, we elaborate the workloads 

with three kinds of user sessions, “short” “medium” and “long” sessions. In the “short” 

sessions, 80% of users watch 20% of the objects, and only 20% watch the video 

completely. In the “medium” sessions, 25% of users plays ¼ of the video, 25% plays ½ 

of the video and 50% plays the video completely. In the long sessions, the users watch 

the complete video.  

The video popularity is a characteristic that can affect the design of a cache 

algorithm. Several works shows that the popularity of video objects in VoD systems can 

be modeled by a Zipf-like distribution [12][62][46]. The Zipf-like distribution states that 

the relative probability of a request for the     most popular object is inversely 

proportional to     . A number of estimatives of α lies in the range between 0.6 and 

1.0, and studies demonstrated that the value of this parameter is ranged between 0.75 

and 0.85 for the servers, 0.64 and 0.83 for the proxies [46]. 

In [104] the authors investigate the popularity of PowerInfo VoD service (online 

videos), showing that the entire trace fits a Zipf distribution well. In [62], the authors 

observe that for Daum UCC traces (the most popular UGC service in Korea), 10% of 

popular videos account for nearly 80% of views, while 90% of videos account for 10% 

number of requests. Requests on YouTube seem to be highly skewed towards popular 

files.  

The characterization of YouTube traffic made in [32] shows that the video 

references in the collected traces follow a Zipf distribution. They argue that the Zipf 

behavior can be justified in part because the content is really popular, and also because 

the YouTube infrastructure requires that the user downloads the same content many 
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time he wants to see the video again, which contributes to increase the popularity of 

most popular content. This highly skewed distribution leads to conclude that caching 

strategies can be very efficient, since storing a small set of objects can improve cache‟s 

efficiency and produces high byte hit ratios. 

In [37] the authors affirm that P2P content (including multimedia) popularity can 

be better modeled by a Mandelbrot–Zipf distribution, which is a generalized form of 

Zipf-like distributions with an extra parameter. This parameter can capture the flattened 

head in the popularity curve of P2P objects, and indicates that objects at the lowest 

ranks are not as popular as Zipf-like distributions would predict. However, P2P objects 

are not the focus of our work. 

In our workload construction for the performance evaluation, we model the 

popularity using two values for the skewness (α) of Zipf distribution, α = 0.4 for “spread 

distribution” and α = 0.8 for “skewed distribution”, to understand the behavior of cache 

algorithms under these different characteristics. 

A library of VoD content has a typical nature related to the service being 

provided. A library consisting predominantly of movies and documentary shows might 

be expected to grow slowly with a few titles added every day, while a library with 

significant TV content (like TV series) can grow faster. On the other side, UGC is a 

category that presents an extremely dynamic behavior. While IMDB [43] (the largest 

on-line movie database) has 963,309 TV series and movie titles catalogued since 1888, 

YouTube uploads about 65,000 new videos every day; hence, only in sixteen days 

YouTube uploads more content that IMDB has catalogued since it started [62]. 

The nature of streaming delivery requires a significant amount of network 

bandwidth, hence minimizing bandwidth consumption is a primary consideration for 

proxy cache management, and is considered in many cases more important than to 

powering latency [58]. 

2.4. Quality Issues for Video on-Demand Distribution 

The traditional approach to distribute video objects through the Internet also uses 

the client-server model, and all those issues for content distribution are applicable to 
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video objects. However, there are specific characteristics for video distribution that 

differs from traditional content
2
. 

The network distance affects Video on-Demand distribution in the Internet in 

two ways.  First, high latency and losses cause delay and discontinuity, affecting the 

Quality of Experience (QoE) for the end user. The poor QoE can be mainly perceived 

by high start-up delays and playback discontinuity. Second, accessing distant servers to 

download large objects such as video consumes high network resources, increasing the 

load on links and causing high bandwidth consumption. 

Traditional metrics used to evaluate the multimedia system quality such as 

network delay, jitter and packet losses focus on the network aspects to implement 

quality management. These metrics are related to the Quality of Service (QoS) concept, 

which historically has been applied to IP-based multimedia services and associated with 

the network perspective and packet level. 

However, the user experience when watching a video is an important measure of 

quality, sometimes considered the most vital one. More than a measure related to 

packets, this definition reflects the degree of satisfaction of a user that is not aware of 

network impairments or bandwidth constraints.  The term Quality of Experience (QoE), 

considered relatively new to multimedia services, emerged to characterize the user 

experience perception compared to his expectation [116][112].  

According to [51], QoE is more complex than QoS, because it includes the total 

end-to-end system effects and is influenced by the user expectation. In [33], Goodchild 

makes a distinction, stating that QoS is related to the network perspective, while QoE 

stands on the user perspective. In [82] QoE is defined as “the characteristics of the 

sensations, perceptions, and opinions of people as they interact with their environments. 

These characteristics can be pleasing and enjoyable, or displeasing and frustrating”.  

In [76], QoE is defined as “the totality of the Quality of Service mechanisms, 

provided to ensure smooth transmission of audio and video over IP networks”. In [33], 

it is stated that “QoE is the overall performance of a system from the point of view of 

the users. QoE is a measure of an end-to-end performance levels at the user perspective 

and an indicator of how well this system meets the user needs”. In [101], QoE is defined 

as “the user‟s perceived experience of what is being presented by the Application Layer, 

                                                 

2 Live stream and Video on-Demand presents distinct requirements. We describe only the characteristics 

concerned to Video on-Demand, the focus of this thesis. 
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where the application layer acts as a user interface front-end that presents the overall 

result of the individual Quality of Services”.  

To summarize, QoE can be understood as an extension of the traditional QoS in 

the sense that QoE provides information concerning the services from an end-user point 

of view. With regard to QoE for VoD delivery, the main metrics are [97][116][112]: 

 Delayed Start: If the requested object is not stored in the cache, the cache 

needs to fetch the object from the main server and, consequently, the playout 

will begin with some delay. This metric is commonly used to measure the 

fraction of objects requested by the end users that are not found in the cache.  

 Start-up Delay: Start-up delay or start-up latency is defined as the period of 

time from when the user presses the “play” button to when the media is 

displayed. This metric is very important because it is the first experience of a 

user when requesting a video. 

 Playback Continuity: The playback continuity is seen as the percentage of 

received data packets by the final user. Packet loss causes video playback 

discontinuity and decreases the perceived quality. 

 VoD control time responsiveness: The systems should allow users to seek 

arbitrary parts of the video to watch, and also enable fast forward, rewind 

and seek for a particular scene into the video. The time required to perform 

these operations is called control time responsiveness. To design a VoD 

system that supports these operations is still a challenge [34][106]. 

Although measurements of network impairments cannot represent the user 

experience, they must be used to estimate the impact on video quality. In [116], the 

authors affirm that QoE and QoS approaches can be combined to improve and ensure 

customer experience. The main parameters for multimedia quality related to the network 

performance are Packet Loss Ratio, Bit Error Rate, Packet Latency, Packet Jitter and 

Out-of-order Packets [116][44]. 

2.5. Summary 

This chapter showed the wide range of content networks that employs cache 

mechanisms in the Internet environment, including Content Distribution Networks, 

Peer-to-peer systems, Internet Service Providers and Client-server distribution models. 
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The cache replacement strategies can be used is several types of caches to improve the 

content distribution, including client-side caches, server side caches and interception 

proxy caches.  

As the use of video applications in the Internet has been growing faster in the 

last years and the video objects are very huge, the traffic generated by these applications 

has also increased. Several cache replacement strategies use segment-based approaches 

to cache the objects, since the multimedia objects are usually large, and can exhaust the 

cache capacity quickly. The cache replacement strategies tries to maintain the most 

popular objects stored at the cache, to minimize delays and reduce bandwidth 

consumption. 

Therefore, although several mechanisms have been proposed for cache 

replacement, there is still a lack of studies about cache replacement strategies for video 

distribution that could increase cache performance in the current Internet conditions. 
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Chapter 3 - Methodology 

This chapter details the proposed cache replacement strategies for VoD, the 

experimental design employed to conduct the experiments and the scenarios used in our 

performance evaluation analysis. 

3.1. Proposed Algorithms for Multimedia Proxy Caches 

As explained in the previous chapter, the existing techniques for multimedia 

proxy cache have several drawbacks. Generally, the specialized algorithms that are well 

succeeded in reducing the initial delay do not achieve the goal of decreasing bandwidth 

consumption. On the other hand, algorithms that accomplish the goal of diminish the 

bandwidth consumption do not provide an acceptable delayed start.   

In this section, we describe the new proposed approach of cache replacement for 

multimedia proxy caches with two variants. The first scheme, Proxy Cache 

Conservative Approach (PCCA) balances the byte-hit ratio and the fraction of requests 

with delayed start trying to improve both metrics simultaneously. The second approach, 

Proxy Cache Aggressive Approach (PCAA), is more aggressive: it aims to further 

increase the byte-hit ratio, focusing on bandwidth consumption reduction. 

3.1.1. Proxy Cache Conservative Approach (PCCA) 

Media Segmentation 

As seen in Section 2.2.1, the exponential segmentation reduces the cache 

management complexity, allowing a quick discard of large portion of non-popular 

objects. This segmentation strategy establishes a fixed size to the initial segment of all 

objects, which is configured as a parameter. Once the storage of the initial segments 

directly impacts on the start-up delay, such static configuration can overestimate or 

underestimate its size causing problems like bad utilization of the cache space reserved 

for these segments and consequently reducing the whole algorithm‟s efficiency.  

A suitable video prefix size can improve the cache replacement strategy. In our 

Conservative approach (PCCA), the initial segment size is variable, depending on the 

object length, with a length of 10% of the total object size. Therefore, the first segment 

has the size of 10% of the object size, the second segment has twice the prefix size and 

the exponential size of the segment is applied from then on. Using this strategy, we 
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create a dynamic exponential segmentation that varies with video size and reduces the 

problems of the pre-configured prefix size computation used in the basic exponential 

approach. In Figure 9, we can see the comparison of both media segmentation 

strategies. 
 

 

Figure 9 – PCCA Segmentation X Exponential Segmentation 

Admission Policy 

When there is enough free space to cache the entire media object, the entire 

object is cached. From the moment in which the storage space becomes saturated, the 

cache applies the admission process.  

In this phase, if there is a requisition to an object that is not already stored in the 

cache, only the prefix is considered to be stored; the other segments will only be eligible 

for caching in the subsequent requests. With this admission scheme, it is possible to 

obtain a strategy that maintains a large number of prefixes in the cache, which could 

help to decrease the cache misses. 

Replacement Policy 

The replacement policy uses a priority function to select the objects to be evicted 

from the cache. When there is no free space, a priority function is computed for every 

object that is not currently played and is already stored in the cache: the object with less 

valuable priority is chosen for eviction. The last segment of the eviction victim is 

removed from the cache and then this procedure is repeated until there is enough free 

space in the cache to store the current segment of the new entry. One important 

characteristic of this policy is that a first segment of an object can only be removed to 

be replaced by other first segment. It helps to maintain the prefixes of the most popular 

objects in the cache, decreasing the number of objects that experiments a delayed start. 
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The proposed caching priority function (CP) considers several aspects of the 

multimedia object like the accesses frequency in a period of time, the total number of 

accesses and the probability of future access to compute the value for an object. These 

properties are maintained in a data structure for each entry in the cache. The function is 

shown in Equation 1.  

    
 

       
        

     
 

     
   

Equation 1 – Cache Priority Function 

  = number of accesses for the entry  

   = the current timestamp 

   = the first access time to the entry 

   = the last access time to the entry  

 

       
 = the average number of accesses in the time interval 

      
     

 

     
  = the probability of future accesses 

The cache priority function uses the access recency, frequency and future access 

probability to a better choice of eviction victim. 

The probability of future accesses comes from [12] and can be captured using 

simple information like number of accesses and time of accesses. The function uses 

     , which represents the interval between the current time and the last access to the 

object; 
     

 
 represents the average time interval for an access happening in the past. So 

it means that if         
     

 
, there is a high probability of an access arrival to the 

same object to take place soon; otherwise, the probability is considered to be very small. 

The cache priority function comes from [36], where the equation is used to 

evaluate the popularity of the segments in a peer-assisted media distribution system 

called PROP (described in Section 2.2.1). However, our replacement policy differs from 

this work in three aspects. First, while this approach uses the equation for the popularity 

of the segments, we use for the popularity of the objects in the cache. Second, while the 

size of the segments are fixed in the PROP algorithm (it varies from 100 to 500 KB),  

our segmentation approach uses a exponential scheme which varies as a percentage of 

the size of the object. This exponential scheme enables to remove larger segments of 

least popular objects from the proxy cache in a small number of operations, releasing a 
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larger area in the cache for the most popular objects to be stored. Third, in our 

replacement policy a first segment of an object can only be replaced by another first 

segment, which helps to maintain the prefixes of a large number of objects stored in the 

cache. 

Figure 10 presents the pseudo-code for the PCCA algorithm.1. if (there is enough free space 
for segment i) { 
2.  cache segment i  
3. }else{ 
4. if (object a was already requested){   /* cache the requested segment */ 
5.   while (there is not enough free space for segment i) && (replacement candidate 
6.   can still be found){  
7.    compute caching priority function for all the objects in the cache 
8.    find the eviction victim /* entry with less valuable priority */ 
9.    removes the last segment of the eviction victim, except by the first segment 
10.    and increase free space /* do note remove the first segment */ 
11.    } 
12.   if (there is enough free space for segment i of object a) 
13.    cache segment i 
14. }else if (segment i == 0){   /*always cache the first segment */  
15.  while ((there is not enough free space for segment i) && (replacement 
16.   candidate can still be found)){ 
17.   compute caching priority function for all the objects in the cache 
18.   find the eviction victim /* entry with less valuable priority */ 
19.    removes the last segment of the eviction victim and increase free space 
20.   } 
21.    if (there is enough free space for segment i of object a) 
22.    cache segment i 
23.  } 
24. } 

Figure 10 - PCCA replacement policy pseudo-code 

When there is free space to cache the requested segment, the segment is stored 

(lines 1, 2). If there is not available space in the cache, two situations can occur: it is the 

first request to the object or not. At the first request, the first segment of the object is 

always cached (line 14).  To obtain available space, the caching priority function is 

evaluated to choose the eviction object to remove. When the eviction object is selected, 

its segments are then removed starting from the last segment, until enough space 

become available for the insertion (lines 14-20). Then, the segment is cached. Any 

segment can be removed to cache the first segment of an object. 

If there is not available space in the cache but the object was already requested, 

the eviction policy is invoked to release space for the segment under request, and the 

requested segment is cached (lines 4-13). In this case, the first segment of the eviction 

victim can only be removed to be replaced by other first segment. 
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3.1.2. Proxy Cache Aggressive Approach (PCAA) 

The second variation of the cache replacement algorithm proposed in this work 

is called Proxy Cache Aggressive Approach (PCAA). In this strategy, the video is 

segmented exponentially as in PCCA approach. However, two different policies are 

applied to modify the replacement policy, which impacts in the byte hit ratio and 

consequently reduces the bandwidth consumption. First, any requested video will be 

completely stored in the cache no matter if it is the first requisition or not. While in 

PCCA only the first segment of the video is stored at the first request, in PCAA the 

complete video is cached. 

Figure 11 shows the cache when PCCA and PCAA are used as cache 

replacement strategies. When video 1 is requested for the first time, only the first 

segment is stored using PCCA, while the complete video is stored under PCCA policy. 

In the next request for the same video, the byte hit ratio will be higher for PCAA, since 

a larger portion of video 1 is found in the cache. However, as the Conservative approach 

only stores the first segment at the first request, a high number of videos will be 

available in the cache after several requests. 

 

Figure 11 - Cache admission policy for PCCA and PCAA 

When the cache is full, the same priority function is used to find the less popular 

objects and evict their segments from the cache, until enough space be released for the  

new entry. While in the PCCA approach the first segment of an object can only be 

replaced by another first segment, this restriction doesn‟t apply to PCAA. Thus, a higher 

number of segments are evicted at every object insertion, since the entire object is 

cached. Although a large number of replacements occur, we improve the byte hit ratio 

with this more aggressive approach. 

Figure 12 shows the cache storage area during the sequence of requests for three 

videos with the same size. The cache only has the capacity to store two complete 

videos. Observe that the different strategies (PCCA or PCCA) affects the byte hit ratio 

and the delayed start distinctly. 
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Figure 12 - Cache strategies PCCA and PCAA comparison 

At the first request, the complete object is inserted for both strategies, since there 

is available space in the cache. The second request is for the same object, so the cache 

remains the same for both strategies. At the third request, the video 2 is inserted in the 

cache for both strategies, and then the cache becomes full. At request 4, PCCA removes 

the last segment of video 2 and inserts the first segment of video 3, while PCAA 

removes the video 2 completely and inserts all the segments of video 3. At request 5 

(for video 1), the cache remains the same, since video 1 is already stored. At request 6 

(for video 2), the Conservative approach PCCA will provide a hit because the first 

segment of video 2 is already stored, while with PCAA there will be a cache miss. This 

will increase the number of videos provided with delayed start for the approach PCAA. 

PCCA maintains a high number of first segments in the cache and consequently, 

the requested objects can be provided to the users while the cache fetches the other 

segments from the origin server. So, this approach contributes to provide a better 

experience to the end users, reducing the number of objects delivered with delay. 

On the other hand, if a new request for video 2 occurs after request 6, the byte 

hit ratio provided by PCAA will be higher than that provided by PCCA, since a larger 

size of video 2 is found in the cache. While only 3/7 of video 2 is stored in the cache for 

PCCA, the complete object is stored under PCAA strategy. In general, PCAA approach 

is able to provide a better byte hit ratio then PCCA. 

Figure 13 shows the pseudo-code for PCAA. When the cache is not full and 

there is enough space for the entire object, the object is cached (lines 1-2). If the cache 

is full, the eviction victim is chosen using the priority based function already described, 

and the segments of the eviction victim object are removed until release enough space 
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for the new object. If the space released is not enough, another object is chosen to be 

evicted, until enough space is released. 

1.  if (there is enough free space for object i) { 
2.  cache object i  
3.  }else{ /* always cache the entire object */  
4.   while ((there is not enough free space for object i) && (replacement candidate  
5. can still be found)){ 
6.   compute caching priority function for all the objects in the cache 
7.   find the eviction victim /* entry with less valuable priority */ 
8.    removes the last segment of the eviction victim and increase free space 
9.   } 
10.    if (there is enough free space for segment i of object a) 
11.    cache segment i 
12. } 

Figure 13 – PCAA replacement policy pseudo-code 

3.2. Performance Metrics 

The main metrics used to evaluate the algorithms performance are Byte Hit Ratio 

(BHR), Delayed Start Request Ratio (DS), Balanced Performance (BP) and Relative 

Performance (RP). The byte hit ratio represents the reduction in bandwidth 

consumption, and must be maximized, while the delayed start request ratio represents 

the QoE aspect, and must be minimized. 

BHR: Byte Hit Ratio is a well-known metric that aims to measure how many 

bytes are delivered straight to the client from the proxy cache, normalized by the total 

bytes requested by the client. This metric must be maximized and measures the 

efficiency of the algorithms on reducing the network traffic between the cache and the 

origin server. 

     
                                    

               
 

DS: Delayed Start Request Ratio measures the number of misses between the 

total number of requested objects from the cache. In the proxy cache analysis area the 

term “delayed start” is commonly used to represent the QoE-related aspect of the cache 

efficiency, since when a cache miss happens, the video will start with some delay and 

consequently affects the QoE for the end users. This metric captures the efficiency of 

the algorithms on reducing the initial delay for the end users, helping to improve QoE, 

and must be minimized. 
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BP: Balanced Performance is a metric created in this work that combines byte 

hit and delayed start in a single score, aiming to show which caching technique is able 

to achieve the best performance for both metrics simultaneously. Analyzing the results 

based on BP makes possible to understand the algorithms‟ behavior in terms of these 

two desired metrics. It is known from the literature that it is really difficult to achieve 

optimal results for both metrics [12][13]. In general, a higher byte hit ratio implies in an 

undesirable increase in the delayed start; on the other hand, techniques directed to 

reduce the delayed start metric in general have as a consequence a reduction in the byte 

hit ratio. Balanced Performance ratio (BP) helps to understand this behavior and 

provides information in just one composite indicator. It is calculated as the ratio 

between BHR and DS. 

   
   

  
 

RP: Relative Performance is a metric for the comparison of performance 

between two approaches. The values for Relative Performance are taken according to 

the ratio of the metric to be compared, for example                             

obtained from the byte hit ratios of all scenarios using the approaches “approach1” and 

“approach2”. The ratio takes the values for each experiment, and not the value of the 

mean. The graphs are constructed from the cumulative distributed frequency of these 

values. The portion of the curve to the left of the value 1 (one) represents when the 

approach1 was better; the portion of the curve to the right of the value 1 (one) indicates 

when the approach2 was better. The values equal to 1 (one) indicates where the two 

methods achieved the same byte hit rate. This is not a statistical-based metric, since it 

takes all the experiments in account and compares each execution one-by-one. 

3.3. Performance Analysis 

Our performance analysis uses an event-driven simulator implemented to 

evaluate the behavior of our proposed algorithms compared to well-known approaches 

from the literature. The setup of the experiment models a proxy cache server, which 

stores and serves video objects according to the selected segment-based approach 

(Figure 14). Several works for proxy cache performance analysis use this 

approach[1][12][13][32][58][62][87][111]. 
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Figure 14 - Simulation set up 

 We consider that the client access to the proxy is faster and subject to fewer rate 

variations than the access to the main video server. In the experiment set up, the cache 

server is placed close to the clients, and the latency between the client and the proxy 

cache is very small and considered negligible. Between the proxy server and the main 

video server there is considerable latency that may generate delayed starts for the users. 

We also consider that the proxy cache server has enough capacity to hand out all 

received requests and can support the same streaming protocol used by the client. 

A user request is always for the beginning of the object, and is initially directed 

to the proxy cache. If the content cannot be found, it is downloaded from the main video 

server to the proxy cache, and then provided to the user, which probably causes a 

delayed start. If the requested object is found at the proxy cache, it is provided 

immediately. Each request asks for the entire object, and the playout starts from the first 

segment
3
. 

3.3.1. The Event-driven Simulator 

To simulate the proxy cache behavior with the proposed approaches and the 

selected baselines, we used an event-driven simulator developed to model video 

distribution, the P2PCDNSimulator
4
 [89]. The main events for the proxy cache 

simulation are the arrival of a request for a video object, the beginning of the streaming 

session if the video object is cached and the fetch of the content from the origin server, 

if the video object is not cached. In the simulation the first request for a video object 

                                                 

3 DVD-like operations as fast-forward and rewind are not the focus of this work, and they are not simulated. 

4 This simulator was developed by the Networking and Telecommunications Research Group as part of the 

project “Video Delivery in Virtualized Content Distribution Networks”, sponsored by Ericsson and is 

available at http://cdn1.gprt.ufpe.br. 

http://cdn1.gprt.ufpe.br/
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arrives at time t0 and the following requests continue to arrive at the times (t0 + 

request_time). The set of requests for video objects are specified in the request file, the 

main input for the simulator. The simulation finishes when the last request is served by 

the proxy cache. 

The input for our simulations are synthetic workloads constructed using 

ProWGen [8], a synthetic web proxy workload generation tool. We use a number of 

synthetic workloads generated with different traffic characteristics to understand the 

behavior of our proposed approaches in a wide range of scenarios. This kind of 

simulation can be classified as a trace-driven simulation. According to [27], a trace-

driven simulation consists of a simulator model whose input is modeled as a trace 

representing the sequence of events to be executed on the target machine (the cache 

server). More details about the construction of the traces containing the requests are 

described in the section 3.3.2 (Synthetic Workloads). 

If the results of a model can be predicted with certainty, it is a deterministic 

model [45]. The proxy cache model used in this thesis is deterministic since, for a given 

workload, all repetitions produce the same output. 

The structure of the P2PCDNSimulator consists of three layers, the core, the 

network infrastructure and the application overlay. The infrastructure of this tool 

enables to implement several overlay networks through configuration files that describe 

a given topology. Figure 15 shows the simulator architecture.  

 

Figure 15 – Simulator architecture 

This tool was implemented in Java 6 and uses the object-oriented paradigm to 

represent the components and interactions of an overlay network over a network 
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structure. It uses the Desmo-J
5
 library that provides a framework to discrete-event 

modeling and simulation, licensed under the Apache License. The Desmo-J facilitates 

simulation programming by abstracting the tasks inherent to discrete-event modeling. 

Furthermore, Desmo-J provides some useful components to help the design of discrete-

event simulation, like probability distributions and a result reporting system. Our 

Simulator extends this reporting system to include more detailed information (logs) and 

performance metrics results. In addition, these results are plotted with the help of the 

JFreeChart
6
 Java chart library and may be viewed in graphics automatically right after a 

simulation execution. 

The core contains the main components of a discrete-event design and it is 

mainly handled by the Desmo-j API. The second part represents the network 

infrastructure. It simulates the operation of an entire network by reading topology 

configuration files (generated by a public tool such as INET, for instance) and re-

creating the topology defined by a set of router nodes and links. The network 

configuration file provides information on how the nodes are linked as well as the 

parameters for the links, such as delay, type of the queue, buffer size and speed. At each 

node, there is a network stack composed by a network layer, which performs routing; 

the transport layer, implements transport protocols; and the application layer handles the 

processes that run on nodes. The routing mechanism is very simple, it routes packets 

according to a router table provided by a configuration file or created at runtime based 

on the shortest path information between the nodes. Each of these layers can also be 

extended to offer new functionalities such as support for a more advanced routing 

mechanism or a different implementation of a new transport protocol. 

The simulator takes advantage of this network features because these aspects are 

really simulated, i.e., packets are actually routed through the routers, and characteristics 

such as link capacity, delay and congestion are also reproduced by the simulator. For 

example, in a flash-crowd scenario the link saturation really occurs and it is possible to 

measure packet losses. In the case of video distribution, the simulator is able to provide 

metrics like number of objects with delayed start and byte hit ratio, used in this thesis. 

The overlay network components are created as application processes that runs 

over given nodes specified in the configuration files. Different overlay configurations 

                                                 

5 http://desmoj.sourceforge.net/home.html 

6 http://www.jfree.org/jfreechart/ 
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can be simulated by creating and adopting new strategies and through the configuration 

file. For this thesis, we configure a topology according to Figure 16, in which a proxy 

cache server and a set of clients are closely deployed in the network, and a server is 

placed in a distant node. The delay between the cache and the clients is negligible. 

However, when an object is not found in the cache server, the cache needs to fetch the 

content from the origin server, and the playout will start with some delay. 

 

Figure 16 - Topology for the video distribution system 

The simulation starts when a client requests an object. For the proxy cache 

simulation, the definition of requests, video objects characteristics and the placement of 

clients and proxy cache in the network are specified by the configuration files. Thus, 

before running the simulation, it is necessary to set the following XML files:  

Requests.xml - This file consists of information about the requests made by the 

clients during the simulation process. Three fields are stored: client identification, the 

time that the object is requested, and the ID of the object.  

VideoObjects.xml – This file stores informatios about the video objects, which 

in our simulations are the object ID and the object size.  

Cache.xml – This file contains information about the cache, which in our 

simulations are the cache storage capacity and the cache replacement strategy. 

ClientPlacement.xml – This file stores information about where to place clients 

in network topology. In our simulation, all the clients are placed at node 0. 

Routers.xml – This file stores information specific to network links, such as 

node connections or topology, node delay and link speed. 

Simulation.xml – This file offers general parameters needed to run a simulation 

such as simulation time to be used in the current simulation, as well as the metrics to be 

collected. 
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RouterTable.xml – This file stores the router table of nodes from a given 

overlay network. For our proxy cache simulation, this file describes the topology 

presented in Figure 16.  

3.3.2. Synthetic Workloads 

The workload selection is an essential part of the performance evaluation and 

extremely important to gain insights about the behavior of evaluated techniques. It must 

be representative and have levels of detail that enable covering the space of scenarios 

reasonably well [45]. For a thorough analysis, we choose carefully the characteristics of 

the scenarios. In order to understand the algorithms‟ behavior we constructed workloads 

with different number of requests. A lower number of requests (10,000) compose the 

first type of workload, and a higher number of requests (50,000) composes the second 

one. The performance analysis is conducted using these two types of workloads and, in 

each one, specific traffic characteristics are varied. The arrival of the requests follows a 

Poisson distribution with (λ=1/30). The simulation starts with the first request and 

finishes when all requests are served by the cache. Remember that, while the cache 

storage capacity is finite and vary as a percentage of the total size of the video objects, 

we consider that the cache is able to manage all the set of requests. 

The synthetic workloads were generated through ProWGen [8], a synthetic web 

proxy workload generation tool. This tool allows specifying several workload 

characteristics like the number of requests, the Zipf distribution parameters and the 

percentage of cacheable objects (objects requested more than once). 

Considering the size of an object currently played in the Web environment, 

where a typical movie is around 700MB, a TV series episode is about 350 MB and a 

YouTube object has an average size of 10MB, we construct our synthetic workloads 

using two typical file sizes. The first we call “small size videos”, representing a typical 

YouTube UGC content, with an average size of 10MB (standard deviation=2MB), and 

the second representing “large size videos”, with an average size of 600MB (standard 

deviation=60MB). 

Based on the statistics about “impatient audience” and interrupted sessions 

presented in section 2.3, we elaborate the workloads with two kinds of user sessions for 

our performance evaluation, “short” and “long” sessions. In the short sessions, 80% of 

users watch 20% of the objects, and only 20% watches the complete video. In the long 

sessions, all the users playout the videos completely. To specifically address the impact 
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of the interrupted sessions, we also define a “medium” session duration, where 25% of 

users plays ¼ of the video, 25% plays ½ of the video and 50% plays the video 

completely. This medium session duration is only used in the analysis of the session 

duration impact. 

As presented in Section 2.3, several studies show that the popularity is an 

important factor that influences cache performance, and that the VoD popularity can be 

modeled by a Zipf distribution. To a better understanding about how the popularity 

distribution affects our approaches, we model the file popularity in our synthetic 

workloads using two values for the skewness (α) of Zipf distribution, α = 0.4 for 

“spread distribution” and α = 0.8 for “skewed distribution”, to understand the behavior 

of cache algorithms under these different characteristics. 

The number of objects in a system may also influence cache‟s performance [62]. 

To understand these effects we consider two values for the number of objects in the 

system, that we name “low number of objects” and “high number of objects”. The low 

number of objects corresponds to a percentage of 10% of the total number of requests, 

while the high number of objects corresponds to 40% of the total number of requests. 

The percentage of cacheable objects, which can also impact on system‟s performance, is 

treated as “high” or “low”. The high percentage corresponds to 50% of cacheable 

objects, while the low percentage corresponds to 30% [37]. 

We assess the QoE for the end user as the percentage of delayed starts achieved 

by an approach. The bit rate is not considered in the analysis, since we are not 

discussing questions about video quality variation. 

We constructed the synthetic workloads according to the described traffic 

conditions, varying the following characteristics: (i) number of requests, (ii) number of 

video objects in the system, (iii) object size, (iv) popularity distribution, (v) percentage 

of cacheable objects and (vi) user session duration. For each characteristic (factor), we 

attribute the levels described earlier in this section and summarized in Table 1. We 

performed the experiments for all the combinations of factors and levels. 

Table 1 - Factors and levels of synthetic workloads 

Traffic 
Characteristics 

Values Comments 

Number of 
requests 

10.000 Low requisition number 

50.000 High requisition number 

Number of videos 10% of the number of requests Low video number 

40% of the number of requests High video number 
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Video Size 10 MB Small videos 

600 MB Large videos 

Popularity 
distribution 

Zipf(α=0.4) Spread 

Zipf(α=0.8) Skewed 

Cacheable objects 30% Percentage of objects 
requested more than once 50% 

User session Complete video Long session 

80% watches 20% of video, 20% 
watches complete video 

Short session 

Five algorithms were evaluated in each execution, Pyramid, LRLFU, Lazy, 

PCCA and PCAA; the former three are distinguished approaches from the literature and 

the later are the two variations of our proposed approach. Since the cache size is an 

important factor that affects the algorithm‟s performance, we varied the cache size from 

5% to 70% of total object size. This method is conducted in several cache performance 

evaluation studies [12][13][14][37]. 

One experiment corresponds to run the five algorithms using as input the 

workload containing a certain combination of factors and levels. For each experiment, 

the cache size varies from 5% to 70%. In each execution, the response variables byte hit 

ratio and delayed start were collected. The total number of executions was 2,560 (2
6 

factors and levels * 8 cache sizes * 5 algorithms).  

We carefully selected the algorithms to implement and use as benchmark in our 

performance evaluation. The Lazy approach obtains high byte hit ratio [12][13] because 

it always caches the entire video at the first request, only applying the segmentation in 

the moment of eviction. Hence, we use the Lazy approach as a baseline for byte hit ratio 

comparison. However, Lazy doesn‟t achieves a low fraction of delayed starts. The 

authors of Lazy argue that the high performance of Lazy for byte hit ratio “is paid at the 

expense of a high delayed start”. 

The Exponential algorithm [110] provides a low delayed start. Initially we 

considered two variations of the Exponential approach (Skyscraper and Pyramid) 

evaluated in [111], which concludes that Pyramid has better delayed start performance. 

Therefore, we choose the Pyramid approach as the first baseline for delayed start 

evaluation. Additionally, the LRLFU [94] is one variation of Pyramid, which also 

reduces significantly the fraction of requests with delayed start, so we decide to 

implement this approach for comparison. 
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3.3.3. Real Traces 

To a better understanding of the behavior of our approaches, we also conducted 

a performance evaluation analysis using real traces collected from YouTube services in 

a measurement study [118]. The measurement study collected data at an interconnection 

point between a University campus and the Internet covering a period between June 

2007 and March 2008. The data contains two types of traces, the first one with data 

about client requests for YouTube videos and the second one with data about the 

transport session for videos requested by the clients. 

The simulation was conducted using the request files from the original traces 

and also the real size of the objects. We used the time stamps from the request files 

preserving the actual order of the requests, and parsed the session files to obtain the size 

of the objects, converting them to the format used by our simulator. The play out of all 

videos for a given trace was then simulated, using the entire duration of each video. The 

average video size for these traces is 8.7 MB and the popularity distribution is highly 

skewed. The proxy cache behavior was simulated with these two files as inputs, and 

each approach (PCCA, PCAA, Lazy, Pyramid and LRLFU) were applied to manage the 

cache replacement. 

Although the number of distinct objects in each trace is large, the number of 

objects with only one request is also high, which implies in a low percentage of 

cacheable videos varying from 19% to 26%. This large number of distinct objects is a 

typical characteristic of UGC systems like YouTube, where thousands of new objects 

are uploaded every day (see section 2.3 for more details). A summary of the traces used 

in this analysis is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 – YouTube traces characteristics 

 Trace A     
031508 

Trace B 
012908.24 

Trace C 
091507.24 

Trace D 
031208 

Number of 
requests 

12838 18750 46407 64113 

Number of 
videos 

9548 13584 30229 
41881 

 

Cacheable 
videos 

21% 19% 25% 25% 

% of distinct 
objects 

74% 72% 65% 64% 
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3.4. Summary 

 Our two proposed approaches employ an exponential segmentation approach to 

partition the object based, in which the size of the first segment is 10% of the object 

size. Both approaches use a priority-based function to choose the eviction victim in the 

replacement approach, which tries to predict the most valuable objects in the cache 

through the popularity of the object and the probability of future accesses. While PCCA 

approach inserts one segment at each request, PCAA is more aggressive and inserts all 

the video at the first request. In addition, PCCA tries to maintain the first segments of 

the objects cached, and just replace one first segment by other first segment. 

For the performance evaluation, we selected two classes of objects with the goal 

of simulating the behavior of two important classes of video distribution services in the 

Internet. The small videos scenarios correspond to typical objects from UGC systems 

like YouTube, while the large videos scenarios correspond to objects provided by 

services that offer TV series and movies in the Internet. 

The main metrics evaluated are byte hit ratio, delayed start and balanced 

performance. The performance evaluation compares the selected approaches from the 

literature with our proposals, using one approach as the baseline for byte hit ratio (Lazy) 

and two other approaches as baselines for delayed start (LRLFU and Pyramid). 

Additionally, the relative performance is also used to summarize the results and to show 

a comparison between the approaches. 

The scenarios for the experiments are synthetic workloads constructed using the 

Web proxy workload generator tool ProWGen. Important traffic characteristics were 

modeled, aiming to understand the behavior of our approaches in distinct scenarios and 

to provide a deep comprehension about the susceptibility of our approaches to these 

characteristics. 

In general, real traces for multimedia systems provided in the Internet 

environment are very difficult to acquire. Even though the use of synthetic workloads is 

very important and useful for modeling and control over the studied scenarios and 

variables, it is very significant to complement the evaluation with real traces. We 

obtained a set of traces collected in a traffic measurement study about the YouTube 

video service. These traces are used in the simulations to gain insights about the 

behavior of our approaches with real video data. 
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Chapter 4 Performance Analysis 

The main goal of this chapter is to present a thorough analysis of the cache 

replacement strategies at a number of synthetic scenarios with relevant traffic 

characteristics that can affect the algorithms‟ behavior.  

The investigation starts by a scenario with small videos and traffic 

characteristics similar to the conditions found in UGC services like YouTube and Daum 

UCC. Using this scenario as a basis, we vary the traffic conditions to investigate the 

susceptibility of the proposed approaches to these characteristics. We conclude the 

chapter analyzing the behavior of the proposed approaches with large videos, typically 

provided by on-line video services like LoveFilm, NetFlix and PowerInfo. 

Even though we had performed a wide range of experiments, only the analysis 

and discussions of the synthetic scenarios that are representative of the rest of the 

experiments and leads to the most interesting conclusions are described. Additionally, 

summarized information using the complete set of experiments is showed in the end of 

the chapter, to highlight some remarkable findings of this investigation. 

4.1. Small Videos with High Number of Requests 

This case study evaluates a synthetic scenario with 50,000 requests directed to a 

high number of objects (20,000). The percentage of cacheable objects is 30%, and the 

objects‟ popularity follows a skewed Zipf (α=0.8) distribution. The videos have an 

average size of 10MB (small videos).  

According to the traffic analysis presented in [39][70][134], this configuration 

can well represent a YouTube scenario. One important characteristic of YouTube (as 

well as of other UGC services) is to have a high number of objects in the systems, since 

thousands of videos are uploaded per day. In this scenario, there are 20,000 objects, 

40% of the total number of requests (50,000) and the video objects are played out 

completely. 

Figure 17 shows the byte hit ratio achieved by the proposed approaches 

compared to LRLFU, Pyramid and Lazy strategies. Remember that Lazy is used as a 

baseline for byte hit ratio performance, and LRLFU and Pyramid are the baselines for 

delayed start performance. 
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Figure 17 - Byte hit ratio for small videos – basic scenario 

The PCAA approach obtains the best performance between all algorithms. At 

small cache sizes, the byte hit ratio is lower, starting from 39% and increasing when the 

cache size increases, until reach 58% at a cache size of 70%. The performance of PCCA 

approach is similar to PCAA until a cache size of 20%, becoming worse than that for 

larger cache sizes. However, the growth of PCCA performance follows the same trend 

of PCAA. 

The Lazy algorithm obtains a byte hit ratio performance worse than PCAA 

approach. At a small cache size of 5% the difference is larger, decreasing for cache 

sizes of 20% and 30% and increasing again from a cache size of 40%. While PCAA 

performance increases in a constant rate, Lazy approach presents a more unstable 

behavior. As both algorithms insert the complete video at the first request, the 

difference in performance is probably due to the segmentation scheme plus the function-

based priority policy, what differentiate the two strategies. 

The performances of LRLFU and Pyramid are very similar in this scenario, and 

achieving the lower byte hit ratio for all cache sizes. However, although these 

approaches achieve poor results for byte hit ratio, they achieve better results for delayed 

start, as we can observe at Figure 18. 
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Figure 18 - Delayed start for small videos – basic scenario 

PCCA approach obtains a delayed start performance close to LRLFU and 

Pyramid at small cache sizes, and equals their performance for cache sizes of 20% and 

larger. The performance of these three approaches is better and significantly different 

from Lazy and PCAA that obtain the worst performance in this scenario. 

As LRLFU and Pyramid reserve a portion in the cache for the initial segments of 

the objects, the prefixes of the most popular objects are frequently found at the cache, 

preventing delayed starts. This strategy probably leads these algorithms to obtain better 

performance for delayed start. However, even without reserving an area for the initial 

segments, PCCA is still able to obtain a close performance to that of LRLFU and 

Pyramid. 

PCCA approach also shows to be more efficient than Lazy and PCAA. As 

PCAA and Lazy always insert the complete video at the first request, the cache becomes 

full faster. So, a fewer number of objects are found in the cache, which possibly causes 

a decrease in the algorithms‟ efficiency for delayed starts. 

In addition, we can observe that PCAA and Lazy obtains similar performance at 

smaller cache sizes, but the performance of PCAA increases with the cache size, while 

Lazy‟s performance almost stabilize at a cache size of 30%. At large cache sizes (60-

70%), the performance of PCAA is the same of LRLFU, Pyramid and PCCA. 

As we can note, the approach that achieves the best byte hit ratio does not obtain 

the best delayed start. In this scenario, while PCAA reaches the best byte hit ratio, 

LRLFU and Pyramid achieve the best delayed start. Thus, we will use the balanced 
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performance metric as an indicator that intends to show which approach provides the 

best equilibrium between byte hit ratio and delayed start in a given scenario. This metric 

is the ratio between byte hit ratio and delayed start, and is useful to compare the 

approaches in the same scenario, not between distinct scenarios (in distinct scenarios the 

scale may have different values). Figure 19 shows the balanced performance for this 

scenario. 

 

Figure 19 - Balanced performance for small videos - basic scenario 

The balanced performance shows that PCCA approach provides the best 

equilibrium between byte hit ratio and delayed start for all cache sizes. At a cache size 

of 40%, PCAA is able to achieve similar results to PCCA. The result for PCCA is 

mainly influenced by the delayed start: although PCCA obtains a byte hit ratio very 

close to PCAA at small cache sizes, it obtains a lower delayed start than PCAA, which 

results in a best balanced performance for PCCA. 

Although LRLFU and Pyramid obtain the best delayed start at small cache sizes, 

they provide the worst byte hit of the scenario; so, the balanced performance of them is 

lower than PCCA and PCAA even for small cache sizes. 

Even though Lazy achieve a high byte hit ratio, the delayed start is also high 

(implying in a low performance); then, the balanced performance of Lazy is lower than 

that achieved by the other approaches at small cache sizes, and just overcomes LRLFU 

and Pyramid for larger cache sizes. 

Next section evaluates how the changes in the popularity distribution affect the 

performance of the algorithms. 
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4.1.1. The Popularity Distribution Impact 

For this evaluation the previous scenario is maintained, only altering the 

popularity of the objects from a skewed (α=0.8) to a spread (α=0.4) Zipf distribution. 

Figure 20 shows the byte hit ratio for the spread popularity distribution. 

 

 

Figure 20 - Byte hit ratio for small videos with spread popularity 

LRLFU and Pyramid still obtain the worst results for all cache sizes. For small 

cache sizes from 5% to 30%, there are no significant differences between means of 

PCCA, PCAA and Lazy. However, at larger cache sizes (starting from 40%), PCAA 

obtains the best performance, followed by PCCA. As both Lazy and PCAA inserts the 

complete object at the first request, the difference in the performance achieved by 

PCAA can be justified by the segmentation scheme jointly with the priority-based 

function, which again shows to be more efficient than lazy.  

There is an important observation when comparing skewed (Figure 17) and 

spread (Figure 20) popularity distribution scenarios. The general pattern changes, and 

the byte hit ratio achieved at smaller cache sizes is lower for spread popularity than for 

skewed popularity. As an example, take the cache size of 5%. At this point, PCCA and 

PCAA approaches obtain 40% of byte hit ratio for the skewed popularity distribution, 

while it only achieves 18% for the spread distribution.  

LRLFU and Pyramid also obtain a higher performance for the skewed popularity 

distribution than for the spread distribution. While in the scenario of skewed popularity 

the approaches obtain a maximum byte hit ratio close to 32%, in the scenario with 
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spread popularity they achieve the maximum byte hit ratio of 20%. The spread 

popularity seems to affect all the algorithms, decreasing the byte hit ratio. This 

characteristic can be better observed at small cache sizes, whose area to store the 

popular videos is small, and so the impact of skewness is higher. However, while PCAA 

and PCCA obtain crescent byte hit ratio along the growing of the cache sizes, LRLFU 

and Pyramid performances stabilizes at smaller cache sizes. 

All the algorithms try to maintain the most popular objects in the cache. As in 

the skewed popularity distribution the number of popular objects is lower than in the 

spread popularity distribution, the task of maintaining a lower number of popular 

objects in the cache is easier. So, higher values of byte hit ratios are achieved in the 

skewed popularity distribution, as the number of popular objects is lower. All the 

algorithms seem to be affected in a similar manner by the popularity distribution.  

We can observe that, while LRLFU and Pyramid approaches achieve the worst 

results for byte hit ratio as well as in the skewed distribution scenario, they again 

provide the best results for delayed start, as showed in Figure 21. 

  

Figure 21 - Delayed start for small videos with spread popularity 

The general behavior is very similar to that presented for the skewed popularity 

distribution: PCCA obtains a performance worse than LRLFU and Pyramid, but close to 

them at a cache size of 20%, and reaches the same performance of them for cache sizes 

of 30% and larger.  

However, at small cache sizes (5% to 20%) the minimum delayed starts 

achieved by PCAA and Lazy are slightly lower than for the spread distribution. The 
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delayed start metric improves when the objects are found at the cache. As in the spread 

popularity the requests are more scattered toward a large number of objects, the cache is 

not able of maintaining all these objects stored, which decreases the delayed start. 

It is also possible to observe that, while PCAA presents a descending slope and 

reaches the best measured delayed start at 60% of cache size, Lazy‟s performance 

almost stabilize at a cache size of 30%, with a worst performance. 

We show the balanced performance for this scenario in Figure 22. 

  

Figure 22 - Balanced performance for small videos with spread popularity 

It is possible to observe that PCCA achieves the best balanced performance for 

all cache sizes, followed by PCAA. 

The next section evaluates how the percentage of cacheable traffic affects the 

behavior of the proposed approaches. 

4.1.2. The Cacheability Impact 

The number of videos that are requested more than once represents the 

cacheability of the system. To analyze how the cacheability affects the behavior of our 

cache approaches, we use the basic scenario for the case study (see section 4.1) and only 

change the percentage of cacheable videos from 30% to 50%. Figure 23 shows the byte 

hit ratio for this scenario. 
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Figure 23 - Byte hit ratio for small videos with 50% of cacheability 

First, we observe that in this scenario PCCA approach reaches the best byte hit 

ratio performance for all cache sizes, with a large difference from LRLFU and Pyramid 

that increases when cache size increases. The performance of PCAA at a cache size of 

30% is 96% better than LRLFU and Pyramid. 

The difference between PCAA and Lazy is also significant: at a cache size of 

5% PCAA reaches a performance 38% better than Lazy, for a cache size of 30%, Lazy 

gets closer and the difference is 20% pro PCAA. From this cache size, the difference 

becomes larger, and at a cache size of 40%, PCAA achieves a performance 21% better 

than Lazy. PCCA approach also obtains a significant difference from Lazy at a small 

cache size (5% to 10%) and at a large cache size (70%). 

Comparing this scenario of 50% of cacheability with the scenario of 30% of 

cacheability, we can observe that when the cacheability increases, the byte hit ratio 

performance decreases. The increment in the byte hit ratio when the percentage of 

cacheable objects decreases  can be explained because as there is a lower number of 

cacheable objects, the requests become concentrate in a fewer number of objects. 

Consequently, the cache is able to maintain these objects stored, reaching a higher byte 

hit ratio. This characteristic can be better observed at small cache sizes. 

Figure 24 shows the delayed start for this scenario. 
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Figure 24 - Delayed start for small videos with 50% of cacheability 

In this scenario, PCCA achieves a similar performance to LRLFU and Pyramid 

for all cache sizes, better than PCAA and Lazy. Comparing with the scenario with 30% 

of cacheability, we note that, for small cache sizes, the delayed start performance is 

worst for the 50% (higher) cacheability scenario. At a cache size of 5%, the delayed 

start achieved by PCCA in the scenario of lower cacheability is 60%, while it is 72% for 

higher cacheability. Hence, the delayed start performance increases when the number of 

cacheable objects decreases. 

However, is that possible to explain why PCCA is more efficient than PCAA for 

delayed start? Remember that: (i) both approaches segments the object in the same 

manner; (ii) PCCA approach inserts only the first segment at the first request, and (iii) 

PCAA inserts the complete video at the first request. Using this scheme, PCAA fulfills 

the cache faster with a fewer number of objects, while PCCA fulfills the cache more 

slowly, but with a large number of objects. So, a large number of objects are found at 

the cache using PCCA approach, which reduces the number of requests with delayed 

start. On the other hand, as PCAA maintains a higher number of segments of the same 

object in the cache, it achieves a better byte hit ratio. 

The balanced performance for this scenario is presented in Figure 25. We can 

observe that PCCA and PCAA obtain the best balanced performance in this scenario. 
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Figure 25 - Balanced Performance for small videos with 50% of cacheability 

4.1.3. The Number of Objects in the System 

In this analysis, we reproduce the same scenario of the initial study, only 

changing the number of objects in the system from a high (40% of total number of 

requests) to a low number of objects (10%). Even though the scenario is not similar to 

that of YouTube service, it is still important to comprehend how this characteristic can 

affect the cache‟s performance. Figure 26 shows the byte hit ratio for a small number of 

objects. 

  

Figure 26 - Byte hit ratio for small videos with low number of objects 
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We can observe that the number of objects in the system strongly affects the 

performance of the algorithms. All the approaches obtain higher byte hit ratios in the 

scenario with a lower number of objects. In addition, the byte hit ratio stabilizes at a 

lower cache size when there are fewer objects in the system.  

Table 3 shows a comparison between the byte hit ratio achieved by LRLFU, 

PCAA and Lazy in the scenarios with low and high number of objects (Figure 26, 

Figure 27). 

We can perceive that the byte hit ratio of all approaches is higher in the scenario 

with low number of objects, and the variation is very high. At a cache size of 30%, the 

performance of LRLFU improves in 111%; the performance of PCAA improves in 67% 

and the performance of Lazy improves in 78%. 

As the total number of objects is lower, but the popularity distribution and the 

percentage of cacheable object are maintained, the number of popular objects is also 

low. Therefore, a fewer number of objects must be maintained in the cache, resulting in 

a better performance for all approaches, when compared to the scenario with a higher 

number of objects. 

Table 3 - Byte hit ratio comparison for low and high number of objects 

 LRLFU PCAA Lazy 
Cache 

size 
High 

number 
of 

objects 

Low 
number 

of 
objects 

Var High 
number of 

objects 

Low 
number of 

objects 

Var High 
number 

of 
objects 

Low 
number 

of 
objects 

Var 

5% 34% 61% 78% 39% 61% 56% 33% 62% 88% 

10% 36% 71% 96% 45% 72% 62% 40% 73% 83% 

20% 37% 79% 110% 50% 84% 69% 46% 83% 79% 

30% 38% 80% 111% 52% 87% 67% 49% 87% 78% 

40% 38% 80% 111% 54% 88% 62% 49% 87% 79% 

50% 38% 80% 111% 56% 89% 59% 50% 88% 75% 

60% 38% 80% 111% 57% 89% 56% 52% 88% 70% 

70% 38% 80% 111% 58% 90% 54% 52% 88% 70% 

(*) Var = variation 

It is possible to note that, at small cache sizes (5% to 10%), the performance of 

all algorithms is very similar in the scenario with a low number of objects. The 

difference starts growing at 20% cache size. PCAA performance continuously increases 

with the cache size, reaching a byte hit ratio of 90% at a cache size of 70%. Lazy‟s 
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performance stabilizes at a 50% of cache size, reaching a byte hit ratio of 88%. LRLFU 

stabilizes at a lower byte hit ratio (38%) and at a small cache size (30%).  

From this study, we observe that the number of video objects in the system can 

highly affect the cache algorithm performance. In a system with a low number of 

objects, the performance of all approaches is higher than with a lower number of 

objects. However, the performance of PCAA shows to be better than the other 

approaches even when the number of objects in the system is higher. UGC systems like 

YouTube usually present a high number of objects, so obtaining the best performance in 

these conditions can greatly help to reduce bandwidth consumption. 

We can observe that PCAA approach obtain better performance than Lazy at 

small cache sizes. At a cache size of 5%, PCAA obtains a performance of 39%, while 

Lazy achieves 33%, which represents an improvement of 18% in performance. In a 

scenario with high traffic volume (TB or more), this can provide a significant traffic 

reduction between the cache and the main server. 

Figure 27 shows the delayed start for this scenario. 

 

Figure 27 – Delayed start for small videos with low number of objects 

We can observe that LRLFU and Pyramid obtain similar (and better) 

performance for delayed start. PCCA, PCAA and Lazy present very similar results, 

worst than LRLFU and Pyramid until a cache size of 30%, when all approaches obtain 

similar performance. With the reduced number of objects in the system, LRLFU and 

Pyramid are able to maintain the first segments of the most popular videos at the 
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reserved area in the cache, which increases the delayed start performance for them. 

However, with fewer objects the other approaches also achieve better results. 

As we can perceive, this scenario does not demand too much effort from the 

cache algorithms to reach a good performance, as the cache size required to 

accommodate the objects is small. Thus, this scenario does not provide a good 

comparison for the cache replacement approaches. Nevertheless, it is still important to 

show scenarios like that, which helps to make distinction about when the cache 

replacement approach can actually contribute to the efficiency of the cache. 

With 1,000 objects in the system, each one with a size of 10 MB (in average), 

and 30% of cacheability, the cache needs only 3,000 (300 objects*10 MB) to 

accommodate all the objects that are requested more than once. As the prefix of all 

objects is 10% of the size of the object, the cache just need 300 MB to accommodate all 

the prefixes. As the total cache size in this experiment is 9,628 MB (9.4 GB), and 

LRLFU and Pyramid approaches reserves 10% of the cache area for the prefixes, the 

reserved area is 962 MB. Consequently, the reserved cache area is able to accommodate 

all the prefixes. However, the 70% of objects that are requested only once (one-timers) 

also are stored in the reserved area, which makes the delayed start still remains in 10%. 

The comparison between the scenarios with low and high number of objects can 

lead to some conclusions. We observe that the number of objects in the multimedia 

distribution system can strongly affect the performance of the cache replacement 

approach. In general, in a system with a large number of objects, the requests tend to be 

more scattered among the objects, making more difficult the task of maintaining the 

most requested objects in the cache. In addition, the high number of objects combined 

with the popularity distribution and the percentage of cacheable traffic can difficult even 

more the ability of maintaining the most popular content in the cache. 

Figure 28 shows the balanced performance for this scenario. We can observe 

that LRLFU and Pyramid obtain the best balanced performance for cache sizes of 10% 

and 20%. At cache sizes of 5%, PCCA reaches similar performance to them, and at 

cache sizes from 30% and larger, PCCA also obtains better balanced performance than 

those approaches. 
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Figure 28 - Balanced Performance for small videos with low video number 

4.1.4. Discussion 

In the majority of scenarios, PCAA achieves the best byte hit ratio performance 

at all cache sizes, followed by PCCA. In addition, PCCA achieves a close performance 

to PCAA for small cache sizes. As PCCA inserts only inserts one segment from the 

object for each request and PCAA inserts the whole object at the first request, more 

bytes are found at the cache when using PCAA approach, which leads to a better byte 

hit ratio. 

Lazy‟s performance is worse than PCAA performance in the majority of 

scenarios. Although both approaches insert the entire video at the first request, the 

segmentation and the replacement strategy differs. While Lazy‟s approach calculates the 

size of the segments based on its priority function, PCAA applies an exponential 

segmentation. They also differ in the priority-based function used to choose the object 

for eviction. The replacement policy of PCAA approach seems to be more efficient than 

Lazy, providing a better byte hit ratio performance. A better byte hit ratio provides 

bandwidth savings. In a scenario of YouTube accesses, in which a high number of 

videos are accessed in a single day, the use of a more efficient algorithm at proxy 

caches can reduce bandwidth consumption substantially. 

In general, LRLFU and Pyramid obtain similar results both for byte hit ratio as 

well as for delayed start. While the results for byte hit are the worst in these scenarios, 

the results for delayed start are the best measured ones. A low percentage of delayed 

starts represent a better QoE for end users. 
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While Lazy and PCAA obtains the worst performances for delayed start in most 

of the scenarios, PCCA approach obtains results close to LRLFU and Pyramid, mainly 

at cache sizes of 20% and larger. As PCCA achieves a result close to LRLFU and 

Pyramid for delayed start and close to PCAA for byte hit ratio, it is able to provide the 

best balanced performance between all the approaches. 

We can observe that all approaches are affected by the popularity distribution. 

When the popularity distribution is more skewed, the maximum achieved byte hit ratio 

is higher for all approaches, which is mainly perceived at smaller cache sizes. As in the 

skewed distribution the number of popular objects is more concentrated, the task of 

maintaining the most popular objects at the cache becomes easier for the cache 

algorithms than in the spread distribution. 

The percentage of cacheable objects also affects the approaches. When the 

percentage of cacheable objects is lower, the byte hit ratio performance increases as 

well as the delayed start performance. Because a fewer number of objects are requested 

more than once, it is easier for the cache replacement approach to maintain them stored 

at the cache. 

Finally, we observe that the number of video objects in the system can highly 

affect the cache algorithm performance. The performance achieved by the algorithms at 

small cache sizes for a high number of objects is very important, prominently for the 

UGC systems. In general, these systems have a high number of available objects. 

Therefore, a cache size dimensioned as a percentage of the total size of the objects 

available in UGC systems can be very large, and a small cache capacity is more 

realistic. 

The storage capacity of caches is commonly static, although it is always possible 

to increase its capacity by adding more storage equipment (hardware). Though, to 

change the cache configuration to store multimedia objects according to the growing of 

objects in systems like YouTube, for example, which uploads 65,000 new objects per 

day, is almost impossible in practice. Therefore, it is very important to obtain better 

cache mechanisms that improve the cache efficiency particularly for small cache sizes, 

because in practice the cache storage capacity will remain static, while the number of 

objects will grown in a short period of time. 

In the next section we continue analyzing the behavior of the proposed 

approaches for small videos, but using the workloads with a lower number of requests.  
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4.2. Small Videos with Low Number of Requests 

This case study maintain the same characteristics of the previous scenario (basic 

scenario, Section 4.1) changing only the number of requests. While the previous 

scenario is composed by 50,000 requests, this study evaluates a synthetic scenario with 

10,000 requests.  

The other characteristics are maintained, the high number of objects in the 

system (40% of the requests), the low percentage of cacheable objects (30%) and the 

skewed popularity distribution (Zipf, α=0.8). The videos also have the same average 

size of 10MB (small videos). According to the traffic analysis presented in 

[39][70][134], this configuration can represent a YouTube scenario with lower number 

of requests. In these experiments, the video objects are also played out completely. 

  Figure 29 shows the byte hit ratio achieved by the proposed approaches 

compared to LRLFU, Pyramid and Lazy. 

 

Figure 29 - Byte hit ratio for small videos – low number of requests 

For very small cache sizes from 5% to 20%, there is no significant difference 

between the means of PCAA and Lazy. However, at a cache size of 30% and larger, 

PCAA obtains the best performance between all approaches.  

Both algorithms insert the complete video at the first request, but they differ in 

the segmentation and in the function-based priority policy. While Lazy segments the 

video based on the priority function, PCAA applies an exponential segmentation 

scheme for the segment size. The replacement policy of PCAA approach (composed by 
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the segmentation and the priority function) reveals to be more efficient than Lazy, 

providing a better byte hit ratio performance. 

The performance of PCCA approach closely follows PCAA‟s performance but it 

is slightly worse, with no considerable distinction. The replacement policy of PCCA, 

which caches only one segment at each request, shows also to be more efficient than 

Lazy (and the other approaches) for cache sizes from 30% and larger. 

LRLFU and Pyramid obtains the worst performance for byte hit ratio at all cache 

sizes, with very similar performance. However, although these approaches achieve poor 

results for byte hit ratio, they achieve better results for delayed start, as we can observe 

at Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30 - Delayed start for small videos with low number of requests 

PCAA and Lazy obtains similar performance for delayed start at small cache 

sizes, but while the performance of PCAA increases with the cache size, Lazy‟s 

performance almost stabilize at a cache size of 20%. At large cache sizes (60-70%), the 

performance of PCAA is similar to the other approaches. 

PCCA approach obtains similar performance to LRLFU and Pyramid at all 

cache sizes (the best measured performance). Remember that, as LRLFU and Pyramid 

reserve a portion in the cache for the initial segments of the objects, the initial segments 

of the most popular objects are frequently found at the cache, preventing delayed starts. 

However, even without reserving an area for the initial segments, PCCA is still able to 

obtain similar performance to them at all cache sizes. This observation leads us to 

conclude that the replacement policy of PCCA, which inserts only the initial segment at 
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the first request, plus the priority function used for eviction, makes PCCA approach as 

efficient as LRLFU and Pyramid in this scenario. 

PCCA approach also shows to be more efficient than Lazy and PCAA. It can be 

explained because PCAA and Lazy always insert the complete video at the first request, 

which fills the cache faster. So, a fewer number of objects remains in the cache, which 

causes a decrease in the algorithms‟ efficiency for delayed starts. 

Figure 31 shows the balanced performance for this scenario. 

 

Figure 31 - Balanced Performance for small videos with low number of requests 

We observe that PCCA provides the best balanced performance for all cache 

sizes, followed by PCAA. 

In the next section we evaluate how the changes in the popularity distribution 

may affect the performance of the algorithms. 

4.2.1. The Popularity Distribution Impact 

For this evaluation we maintain the previous scenario, only altering the 

popularity of the objects from a skewed (α=0.8) to a spread (α=0.4) Zipf distribution. 

Figure 32 shows the byte hit ratio for the spread popularity distribution. LRLFU and 

Pyramid still obtain the worst results for all cache sizes. For small cache sizes from 5% 

to 30%, there are no significant differences between means of PCCA, PCAA and Lazy. 

For a cache size of 40% and larger, PCAA obtains the best performance, followed by 

PCCA. 
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Figure 32 - Byte hit ratio for small videos – low number of requests – spread popularity 

There is an important observation when comparing skewed and spread 

popularity distribution scenarios (Figure 29 – skewed popularity, Figure 32 – spread 

popularity). The byte hit ratio achieved at smaller cache sizes is lower for spread 

popularity than for skewed popularity. At a cache size of 5%, PCCA, PCAA and Lazy 

obtain 40% of byte hit ratio for the skewed popularity distribution and only 20% for the 

spread distribution. 

As already commented in 4.1.1, the popularity-based approaches try to maintain 

the most popular objects in the cache. The number of popular objects in the skewed 

distribution is lower than in the spread popularity distribution, so the task of 

maintaining a lower number of popular objects in the cache is easier. Consequently, 

higher values of byte hit ratios are achieved for the skewed popularity distribution. All 

the algorithms seem to be affected in the same manner by the popularity distribution, as 

they are popularity-based approaches. This characteristic can be better observed at small 

cache sizes, whose area to store the popular videos is small, and so the impact of 

skewness is higher. 

We can observe that LRLFU and Pyramid approaches achieve poor results for 

byte hit ratio as in the skewed distribution scenario, but again provide the best results 

for delayed start (Figure 33). 
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Figure 33 - Delayed start for small videos – low number of requests – spread popularity 

PCCA presents a performance better than Lazy and PCAA, but still close to 

LRLFU and Pyramid at cache sizes from 20% and larger. When compared to the 

skewed distribution, PCCA presents a slight decrease in performance. While for the 

skewed distribution its performance is very similar to LRLFU and Pyramid at all cache 

sizes, in the spread distribution it only achieves similar results to LRLFU and Pyramid 

at 30% of cache size and larger. 

PCAA and Lazy obtain the worst performances for delayed start, very similar 

until a cache size of 20%. From this cache size on, Lazy obtains worse results, and does 

not stabilize until a cache size of 70%, while PCAA presents a descending slope and 

reaches the best measured delayed start at 60% of cache size. 

Figure 34 shows the balanced performance for this scenario. We observe that 

PCCA provides the best balance performance for all cache sizes. At small caches of 5% 

and 10%, PCAA and Lazy achieves similar performance to PCCA, but its performance 

decreases starting from a cache size of 20%. At a cache size of 50%, PCAA achieves 

similar performance to PCCA, while the performance of Lazy increases slowly from a 

30% of cache size. 
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Figure 34 - Balanced Performance for small videos - low number of requests – spread 

popularity 

In the next section we evaluate the impact of the cacheable traffic over the 

algorithms performance. 

4.2.2. The Cacheability Impact 

The number of videos that are requested more than once represents the 

cacheability of the system. To analyze how the cacheability affects the behavior of our 

cache approaches, we use the basic scenario for the case study (see section 0) and only 

change the number of cacheable videos from 30% to 50%. Figure 35 shows the byte hit 

ratio for this scenario. 

 

Figure 35 - Byte hit ratio for small videos – low number of requests – 50% cacheable 
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First, we observe that in this scenario, PCCA approach reaches the best byte hit 

ratio performance at all cache sizes, with a high difference from LRLFU and Pyramid 

that increases when cache size increases. The performance of PCAA at a cache size of 

30% is 43% better than LRLFU and Pyramid. 

The difference from Lazy is also significant: at a cache size of 5% PCAA is 13% 

better than Lazy, for a cache size of 30%, Lazy gets closer and the difference is 7% pro 

PCAA. Starting from this cache size, the difference becomes larger, and at a cache size 

of 40%, PCAA is 16% better than Lazy. An increase in the byte hit ratio performance of 

13% may represent a high gain in bandwidth for scenarios with heavy pattern of traffic. 

PCCA approach also obtains a significant difference from Lazy at a small cache size 

(5%) and larger cache sizes (40% to 70%).  

Comparing this scenario of 50% of cacheability with the scenario of 30%, we 

can verify that all approaches obtain similar results at large cache sizes (from 40 to 

70%), but the behavior differs at small cache sizes. At small cache sizes, all approaches 

obtain higher byte hit ratio for the scenario with lower cacheability (30%). The same 

tendency was observed for the high number of requests (Section 4.1.2). 

Figure 36 shows the delayed start for this scenario.  

 

Figure 36 - Delayed start for small videos – low number of requests – 50% cacheable 

PCCA achieves similar performance of LRLFU and Pyramid for all cache sizes, 

better than PCAA and Lazy. Comparing to the scenario with 30% of cacheability, we 

note that, for small cache sizes, the delayed start performance is worst for the 50% 

scenario. The variation is also very similar to that observed for the high number of 
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requests, except that the minimum achieved delayed start is lower for this scenario with 

a lower number of requests. 

The balanced performance for this scenario is shown in Figure 37. PCCA 

obtains the best balanced performance for this scenario, followed by PCAA. 

 

Figure 37 - Balanced performance for small videos – low number of requests – 50% 
cacheable 

In the following section we discuss the effects of the number of objects in the 

system for the lower number of requests scenario. 

4.2.3. The Number of Objects in the System 

In this analysis, we reproduce the same scenario of the initial study, only 

changing the number of objects in the system from a high (40% of total number of 

requests) to a low number of objects (10%).  

Figure 38 shows the byte hit ratio for a small number of objects. PCCA, PCAA 

and Lazy obtain a similar performance in this scenario, and LRLFU and Pyramid too. 

However, although all the approaches obtain the same performance at small cache sizes, 

the difference between the two groups starts growing at 20% cache size, and stabilizes 

at 30%. In addition, the difference between the performance of LRLFU and Pyramid 

and the better results achieved by the other approaches is lower in this scenario. 
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Figure 38 - Byte hit ratio for small videos – low number of requests – low number of 
objects 

As the total number of objects is lower, but the popularity distribution and the 

percentage of cacheable object are maintained, the number of popular objects is also 

low. Therefore, a fewer number of objects must be maintained in the cache, resulting in 

a better performance for all approaches, when compared to the scenario with a higher 

number of objects. 

Figure 39 shows the delayed start for this scenario. 

 

Figure 39 – Delayed start for small videos – low number of requests – low number of 

objects 
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We can observe that LRLFU and Pyramid obtain similar (and better) 

performance for delayed start, while PCCA, PCAA and Lazy achieve very similar (and 

worst) results. At a cache size of 30%, all the approaches obtain similar results. With the 

reduced number of objects in the system, LRLFU and Pyramid are able to maintain the 

first segments of the most popular videos at the reserved area in the cache, which 

increases the delayed start performance for them. However, with fewer objects the other 

approaches also achieve better results.  

As we can perceive, this scenario does not demand too much effort from the 

cache algorithms to reach a good performance, as the cache size required to 

accommodate the objects is small. Thus, this scenario does not provide a good 

comparison for the cache replacement approaches. Nevertheless, it is still important to 

show scenarios like that, which helps to make distinction about when the cache 

replacement approach can more contribute to the efficiency of the cache. 

 The balanced performance for this scenario is shown in Figure 40. 

 

Figure 40 - Balanced Performance for small videos – low number of requests – low 

number of objects 

While in the scenario with high number of objects PCCA approach presents the 

best balanced performance, in this scenario of low number of requests LRLFU 

overcomes it for cache sizes until 20%. From cache sizes of 30% and larger, PCCA 

achieves the best balanced performance. Lazy‟s approach shows the worst performance. 
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4.2.4. Discussion 

In general, we observe that in the scenarios with a lower number of requests the 

byte hit ratio performance of PCAA, PCCA and Lazy are similar at small cache sizes, 

except for the case of higher cacheability, when PCAA is better. At larger cache sizes, 

mainly 30% and larger, PCAA becomes better, followed by PCCA. For a higher number 

of requests, the algorithm needs to work harder to obtain a higher performance. 

Therefore, it is important to emphasize that a better result for a higher number of 

requests, which represents a large quantity of traffic, can provide more bandwidth 

savings, and then correspond to a greater impact on traffic reduction. 

On the other hand, the delayed start analysis showed that the PCCA approach 

obtained better results than with a higher number of requests, getting closer to LRLFU 

and Pyramid in most of the scenarios, except for the case of a lower number of objects. 

As PCCA achieves a better byte hit and a better delayed start, the balanced performance 

achieved by PCCA is also the best for the majority of the scenarios, except for the 

scenario with a low video number, when LRLFU and Pyramid obtains the best balanced 

performance but only at small cache sizes. 

With a lower number of requests, the PCCA approach, which inserts one 

segment at a time, is able to provide a high performance for delayed start. As the 

number of requested objects to deal with is lower, this approach gets the best results 

even without reserving an area at the cache for the initial segments of the objects. 

The next section will evaluate the impact of interrupted sessions over the 

performance of the proposed approaches. 
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4.3. The Impact of Interrupted Sessions 

This analysis aims to understand the impact of interrupted sessions over the 

cache replacement approaches, thus we maintain the same scenario and vary the 

duration of the sessions. For the “long” sessions, all the videos are played completely. 

For the “medium” sessions, 25% of users plays ¼ of the video, 25% plays ½ of the 

video and 50% plays the video completely. For the “short” sessions, 80% of users play 

20% of the video, while only 20% plays the video completely.  

A high number of requests (50,000) and a high number of objects (20,000) 

compose the initial scenario. The percentage of cacheable objects is 50%, and the 

objects‟ popularity follows a skewed Zipf (α=0.8) distribution. The videos have an 

average size of 600 MB (large videos).  

We start showing a comparison of the byte hit ratio achieved when using the 

three session durations (Figure 41). 

  

  

Figure 41 - Byte hit ratio for interrupted sessions (skewed popularity) 

We can clearly identify that the duration of the session has an impact over some 

algorithms. While Lazy and LRLFU are almost not affected by this characteristic, 
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PCAA and PCCA behaviors changes according to the session duration. LRLFU obtains 

the worst performance in this scenario
7
. 

For PCAA approach, the behavior between the sessions durations is similar at 

small cache sizes, but differs when the cache size increases, from 40% and larger. The 

maximum byte hit ratio is achieved for the long session duration, while the minimum is 

reached at the short session duration. As the replacement policy is the same, with longer 

sessions the objects are played completely, so a large number of segments are 

maintained in the cache and the byte hit ratio increases. As this metric is a ratio between 

the total amount of data over the requested data, and as the request is always for the 

entire video, the difference is due to the amount of data found at the cache. For shorter 

sessions, the amount of data found in the cache is lower, since the sessions are 

interrupted, and so the byte hit ratio is also lower. PCCA approach is also affected by 

the session duration, following a similar pattern to PCAA.   

The major difference between Lazy and PCAA occurs for long sessions, when 

PCAA obtains better byte hit ratio. Until a cache size of 30%, PCAA and Lazy obtains 

similar performance, but while Lazy‟s performance stops increasing at a 30% of cache 

size and continues increasing slowly from a cache size of 40%, PCAA‟s performance 

continue to increases. As PCAA and Lazy both insert the complete video at the first 

request, the better byte hit ratio is due to the replacement policy and the segmentation 

approach, which are more efficient in the PCAA approach. 

Figure 44 shows the delayed start achieved by the approaches. The session 

duration affects the delayed start of PCAA and PCCA, while do not affect the 

performance of LRLFU. The LRLFU approach, which stores the first segment of the 

video at the first request, maintains the same behavior independent from the session 

duration, and obtains an improved performance between the other approaches. 

However, PCCA is able to achieve results close to LRLFU. The Lazy approach 

achieves the worst results, and is almost not affected by session duration. 

The performance of PCCA is very close to the performance of LRLFU, for short 

and medium session durations. For long sessions, it is slightly worst than LRLFU. 

 

                                                 

7 As the behavior of Pyramid is very similar to LRLFU, we do not show LRLFU for a better clarity 
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Figure 42 – Delayed start for interrupted sessions and skewed popularity 

PCAA achieves a better delayed start result for short sessions, and the results 

become worst for larger sessions. As the variation of PCCA performance is smaller than 

the variation of PCAA, we can conclude that PCCA achieves a best performance than 

PCAA for delayed start in despite of session duration. The scheme of inserting the first 

segment of the video favors the achievement of better delayed starts by PCCA. This 

observation confirms the results presented in the earlier sections, which show that 

PCCA in general achieves a better delayed star than PCAA, while PCAA in general 

achieves a better byte hit ratio. 

Now we maintain the same scenario, and vary the popularity from skewed to 

spread popularity. Figure 43 shows the achieved performance for this scenario. 

The graph for PCAA reveals that there is a larger variation in performance at 

this scenario, while in the skewed popularity the performance is more stable. The 

performance is clearly lower at small cache sizes (5 to 20%) for the spread popularity. 

The same difference is observed for the other approaches. This behavior is consistent 

with the comparison between spread and skewed popularities already described in 

sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1. 
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Figure 43 – Byte hit ratio for interrupted sessions and spread popularity 

When comparing the session duration, we can observe that for PCAA, the 

performance for the different types of sessions is similar until a cache size of 30%, 

when the byte hit ratio for the short session stabilizes. For medium session, the 

performance stabilizes at a cache size of 60%, while for long sessions it continues 

increasing and probably stabilizes at a larger cache size than 70%. The results of PCAA 

are better for long sessions, when the objects at the cache are larger, while the results for 

Lazy does not increases for larger cache sizes. Lazy is almost not affected by the session 

duration, but obtains a worst result than PCAA for cache sizes larger than 30%. 

PCCA approach presents a smaller variation than PCAA between the types of 

sessions.  The better byte hit ratio for the long sessions can be explained because the 

videos are larger in these sessions, so the amount of data found at the cache is larger. 

LRLFU approach obtains the worst performance. 

We now analyze the delayed start behavior according to the session duration 

(Figure 44). PCCA and PCAA approaches are more affected by the session duration, as 

for byte hit ratio. In the short sessions, both approaches are able to provide a better 

delayed start, since the number of videos in the cache is larger in these sessions. PCCA 

is better than PCAA for longer sessions because as PCAA inserts the complete video at 

the first request, the number of videos in the cache is lower than with PCCA approach, 

which reduces the delayed start performance.  
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Figure 44 – Delayed start for interrupted sessions and spread popularity 

Lazy and LRLFU are almost not affected by the session duration. The delayed 

start for PCCA is very close to LRLFU, and the delayed start provided by Lazy is the 

worst measured. 

4.3.1. Discussion 

The interrupted sessions affect the performance of PCAA and PCCA while 

almost does not affect the performance of LRLFU and Lazy. PCAA provides a better 

performance for byte hit ratio for longer sessions than for short sessions, both for 

skewed and spread popularity. PCCA suffers a small impact of the session duration, and 

the results achieved for delayed start for small, medium and long sessions are close to 

each other. LRLFU does not present any impact of the session duration. As the 

algorithm reserves a portion of the cache for the initial segments of the videos, it is able 

to provide a better delayed start for all session durations. 
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4.4. The Impact of Video Size 

In this section, we will analyze some scenarios comparing the performance of 

small and large objects cached using our approaches. Large objects are in general 

similar to TV episodes and movies, such as the videos available at on-line services like 

PowerInfo, NetFlix and LoveFilm. 

We selected a scenario with the following characteristics: a low number of 

requests, 50% of cacheable objects, complete session, high number of videos and 

skewed popularity. We analyze the performance of small (10 MB) and large videos (600 

MB) in this scenario. The results for byte hit ratio are shown in Figure 45. 

 
(a) 

 
(b)  

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 45 - Small (a, c) and large (b, d)videos comparison 

The byte hit ratios achieved by the algorithms for small and large videos are 

highly similar. We observed this behavior for all the performed experiments. This is an 

interesting result, since PCAA continues to obtain the same observed best performance 

for byte hit ratio, followed by PCCA. For delayed start, the performance achieved by 

PCCA for small videos is more similar to LRLFU. The same pattern was also observed 

for the complete set of experiments. This is also an interesting result, since PCCA 
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continues to achieve very close results to LRLFU and Pyramid for large videos, 

following the same behavior as for small videos. 

The cache size variation for the experiments is a percentage of the size of the 

total objects in the system. Therefore, in the experiments with the large objects of an 

average size of 600 MB, the total size of the cache is also much larger than the total size 

of the cache for small objects with the average size of 10 MB. Several analysis of 

performance for cache strategies follows this method of considering the cache size 

variation as a function of the total size of the objects, and we consider that this approach 

is methodologically correct.  

However, we become curious to investigate if the algorithms continue to present 

the same performance at reduced cache sizes, mainly for large objects. For that reason, 

we conducted an analysis reducing the cache size and evaluate the approaches using 

cache sizes from 0.5% until 7% of the total size of the objects. The achieved 

performance is shown in Figure 46. We show only the comparison between PCAA and 

Lazy, since these approaches achieve the best performance for byte hit ratios.  

We verify that the behavior is maintained, and PCAA still achieves a better 

result than Lazy for these very small cache sizes. 

 

Figure 46 - Byte hit ratio for smaller caches and large videos 

Now we show the delayed start performance of PCCA and Pyramid for these 

cache sizes. As these approaches have shown to achieve the best delayed starts for the 

majority of the experiments, we consider to compare them at small cache sizes. 
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Figure 47 - Delayed Start for smaller caches and large videos 

The best performance is achieved by Pyramid, as we had already observed in the 

other scenarios. However, PCCA continues to achieve similar results to Pyramid at 

these small cache sizes.  

These scenarios are composed by a low number of requests (10,000). We also 

show a scenario with the same characteristics but with a high number of requests 

(50,000) for byte hit ratio (Figure 48) and delayed start (Figure 49). We observe that for 

this scenario, the difference between PCAA and Lazy is even larger for a very small 

cache size of 0.5%. In addition, we also verify that PCCA is able to overcome the 

results of Pyramid at this very small cache size. 

 

Figure 48 – Byte hit ratio for smaller caches – high number of requests 
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Figure 49 – Delayed start for smaller caches – high number of requests 

4.4.1. Discussion 

Even with large videos, the proposed approaches are able to maintain similar 

results to those achieved for small videos both for byte hit ratio and delayed start. 

Furthermore, at very small cache sizes PCCA is able to overcome the performance of 

Pyramid. In addition, the difference in the performance between PCAA and Lazy at 

very small cache sizes is even increased. 
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4.5. Cache Replacement 

Figure 50 provides the number of segments replacements of the approaches. In 

general, the number of cache replacements decreases when the cache size is enlarged, 

since less evictions are needed to insert new objects As expected, the number of 

segment replacements is smaller for Lazy, and LRLFU and Pyramid are very close to 

each other. 

Lazy strategy inserts the full video at the first request, as well as PCAA. 

However, Lazy delays the segmentation, and  the number of segments at the moment of 

insertion is one, while PCAA segments the video in the moment of insertion, so the 

object has a number of segments larger than 1. Then suppose that the same object has 

been selected for eviction by both approaches. While PCAA method removes the 

segments one-by-one, Lazy removes the entire object (if the object has not yet been 

requested for the second time when chosen for eviction). 

In addition, the number of cache replacements for PCCA is close to LRLFU and 

Pyramid. As PCCA caches one by one segment, in general fewer segments will be 

removed when one object is chosen for eviction. 

PCAA provides the best byte hit ratio for most of the scenarios, but at the costs 

of a higher number of replacements. However, we consider that a better byte hit ratio is 

more important than the cache management overhead, since the reduction of byte hit 

ratio causes a decrease in bandwidth consumption and network traffic. PCCA approach, 

in turn, provides the best balanced performance, with a number of cache replacements 

compatible with LRLFU and Pyramid. 

 

Figure 50 - Comparison of Segment Replacements 
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4.6. The Relative Performance of PCCA and PCAA 

In the previous analysis, we observed the impact of the traffic conditions over 

the performance of the algorithms, and discussed which approaches provide better 

results in each scenario with different traffic characteristics. We identified some 

tendencies related to the behavior of the approaches according to certain traffic 

characteristics as popularity distribution, percentage of cacheable objects, number of 

objects and session duration. These studies are important, since the behavior of the 

algorithms can be greatly affected by these conditions. We also analyzed the number of 

cache replacements caused by the algorithms at different cache sizes.  

 Even discussing only a subset of all the experiments performed, we can affirm 

that in general PCAA approach provides a better performance for byte hit ratio than 

Lazy in most of the studied scenarios, and mainly at small caches. In addition, we can 

affirm that PCCA obtains a performance close to LRLFU and Pyramid for delayed start. 

On the other hand, we are still interested in obtaining a big picture about how 

each algorithm can contribute to the cache performance, in despite of the traffic 

conditions. It would be interesting to be able to extend the conclusions observed in the 

subset of scenarios to the other scenarios. However, we performed many more 

experiments than that showed in the performance analysis, since we varied the two 

levels for each traffic characteristic (factor), generating a number of 64 experiments and 

collecting the three analyzed metrics for each one. The detailed analysis of each one 

could be repetitive and tedious. Thus, we presented only a subset of the experiments 

performed, the most representative and interesting ones. 

With the goal of obtain a wide view about how the algorithms can contribute to 

cache‟s performance we summarize the results using the metric Relative Performance to 

compare the approaches using the complete set of experiments. We can affirm that in 

general PCAA approach provides a better performance for byte hit ratio than Lazy in 

most of the studied scenarios, and mainly at small caches. Hence, we start comparing 

PCAA and Lazy and summarizing how these approaches contributes to improve the 

byte hit ratio considering the whole set of evaluated scenarios.  

The values for Relative Performance are taken according to the ratio of 

                   obtained from the byte hit ratios of all scenarios using the 

approaches PCAA and Lazy. We highlight that the ratio takes the values for each 

experiment, and not the value of the mean. 
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As explained in the methodology, the graphs were constructed from the 

cumulative distributed frequency of these values. The x axis is the ratio between 

                    The portion of the curve to the left of the value 1 represents when 

the Lazy approach was better; the portion of the curve to the right of the value 1 

indicates when the PCAA approach was better. The values equal to 1 indicates where 

the two methods achieved the same byte hit ratio. Figure 51 shows the relative 

performance comparing PCAA and Lazy methods for byte hit ratio for each cache size. 

 

Figure 51 - Relative Performance for BHR - PCAA / Lazy 

We verify that PCAA was better than Lazy in 100% of the cases for cache sizes 

from 5% to 20%. The difference is larger at smaller cache sizes. At a cache size of 5%, 

60% of the byte hit ratios achieved by PCAA were 1.5 times the byte hit achieved by 

Lazy, which represents an improvement of 60%.  It is also possible to observe that 

about 10% of the byte hit ratios achieved by PCAA were twice better than Lazy, 

representing an improvement of 100%. 

At a cache size of 30%, the byte hit ratio of PCAA was better than Lazy in 

approximately 25% of the cases. However, the difference was very small, with Lazy 

being only 0.2 times better than PCAA in 5% of the cases.  At a cache size of 40%, 

PCAA is better in 70% of the cases, but for a small difference. At a cache size of 50% 

and larger, we can consider the performance of both approaches similar, since the 

difference is small. 
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In summary, we can conclude that PCAA clearly achieves a better performance 

than Lazy at smaller cache sizes from 5% to 30%, while at larger cache sizes from 50% 

to 70% the performance of both approaches can be considered similar. Remember that 

this comparison includes all values for all experiments.  

In the performance evaluation we also observed that, for most of the scenarios, 

PCCA obtains a performance for delayed start similar to LRLFU and Pyramid. Now we 

use the relative performance to evaluate the difference between PCCA and LRLFU 

(since LRLFU and Pyramid obtains similar results) for delayed start using the complete 

set of experiments. The portion to the right of 1 represents the cases where LRLFU is 

better. 

 

Figure 52 - Relative Performance for Delayed Start - PCCA / LRLFU 

In Figure 52 we can observe that LRLFU approach is clearly better than PCCA 

for small cache sizes from 5% to 20% in the majority of the cases. However, PCCA is 

able to attain very close results of delayed start to LRLFU, for most of the cases at 

cache sizes larger than 20%. 

We observed in the previous sections that PCCA was able to obtain a 

performance for byte hit ratio close to PCAA in several scenarios. Now we summarize 

the performance of PCCA for byte hit ratio, comparing PCAA to PCCA (Figure 53). 

The portion to the right of 1 are the cases where PCAA approach obtains higher byte hit 

ratio than PCCA. 
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Figure 53 - Relative Performance for Byte Hit Ratio - PCAA / PCCA 

The most important observation here is that PCCA obtains a performance very 

close to PCAA. The variation between them remains in a range of [-0.2 to +0.2] in the 

majority of cases. Therefore, as PCCA obtains results similar to PCAA for byte hit ratio 

and very close results to LRLFU for delayed start, we can conclude that PCCA provides 

the best Balanced Performance for the majority of the scenarios. 
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Chapter 5 Case Studies for Real Traces 

The goal of this Chapter is to evaluate the performance of our approaches using 

real traces, to a deeper understanding about the contribution of the proposed approaches 

if used by proxy caches with real data. 

Even though the construction of synthetic workloads makes possible to examine 

the effects of changes in the workload over the evaluated techniques in a controlled 

manner (as shown in Chapter 4), it is important to go beyond synthetic workloads when 

it is possible. To achieve a better performance evaluation, we employ real traces 

collected in a measurement study of YouTube traffic characteristics and implications 

conducted in [118]. Using the same controlled environment described in Section 3.3, we 

reproduce the requests for the YouTube objects in a trace-based simulation, maintaining 

the video popularity and the traffic characteristics of the gathered trace files. 

As described in Section 3.3.3, these traces are from a measurement study, which 

collected data from YouTube accesses at an interconnection point between a University 

campus and the Internet. We use the time stamps from the request files preserving the 

actual order of the requests, and simulate the use of a proxy cache to assist the content 

distribution at the University. We analyze four traces, two with a smaller number of 

requests, and two with a larger number of requests. Traces characteristics are 

summarized in Table 4. 

Table 4 – Real Traces from YouTube video service 

 Trace A     
031508 

Trace B 
012908.24 

Trace C 
091507.24 

Trace D 
031208 

Number of 
requests 

12838 18750 46407 64113 

Number of 
videos 

9548 13584 30229 
41881 

 

Cacheable 
videos 

21% 19% 25% 25% 

% of distinct 
objects 

74% 72% 65% 64% 

 

5.1. Byte Hit Ratio Analysis 

Figure 54 and Figure 55 show the byte hit ratio for YouTube traces with smaller 

number of requests between the real traces (Trace A, Trace B). We can observe that for 
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both traces, PCAA approach presents the best performance for small cache size (5% of 

the total size of objects). Lazy equals its performance for a cache size of 10%, and 

PCCA reaches them at 30% of cache size.  

 

Figure 54 – Byte hit ratio for YouTube trace A 

 

Figure 55 – Byte hit ratio for YouTube trace B 

Figure 56 and Figure 57 show the byte hit ratio for YouTube traces with higher 

number of requests (Trace C, Trace D). For trace C, PCAA approach presents the best 

performance for cache sizes until 30%, when Lazy equals its performance. For trace D, 

PCAA presents the best performance until a cache size of 60%, although the difference 

to Lazy is larger until a cache size of 30%. For a higher number of requests, the gain in 

performance provided by PCAA for smaller cache sizes is clearly better than for a lower 

number of requests. 
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Figure 56 - Byte hit ratio for YouTube trace C 

 

Figure 57 - Byte hit ratio for YouTube trace D 

While Lazy‟s performance greatly varies from small cache sizes to larger ones, 

PCAA presents a more stable behavior. In addition, for a higher number of requests 

PCAA presents better byte hit ratio performance, as shown in Figure 58. Trace A has 

12832 requests, trace B has 18750, trace C has 46607 requests and trace D has 64113 

requests. 
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Figure 58 – Byte hit of PCAA for YouTube traces 

The scenarios of traces C and D are truly representative of real scenarios for 

YouTube accesses, where the number of users (the number of requests in our taxonomy) 

is usually very high as well the number of objects in the system. Therefore, we can 

consider that the evaluation for traces C e D provides good insights about the behavior 

of our proposed approaches for services like YouTube. 

Prominently, we can affirm that the major contribution for byte hit improvement 

provided by PCAA algorithm in the YouTube traces is focused at small cache sizes 

from 5% to 30% of the total size of objects. This is an important insight, since caching 

strategies are important when cache size is small. 

Cache size is commonly a limitation. Mostly cache‟s performance evaluations 

presented in the literature considers the cache sizes as a percentage of the total size of 

objects presented in the system. Nevertheless, it is almost impossible to dimension the 

size of a proxy cache in a system based on the total size of objects that the users can 

access in a service like YouTube, for example. The normal tendency is to have a cache 

size much smaller than the total size of the objects in the system (for services like 

YouTube). The behavior of PCAA has shown that is possible to reduce bandwidth 

consumption even using small cache sizes, compared to traditional approaches in the 

literature. 

In the next section, we will present the comparison for the delayed start achieved 

by the approaches in the YouTube scenarios. 
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5.2. Delayed Start 

The delayed start for YouTube traces A, B, C and D are shown in Figure 59 to 

Figure 62. We can observe that the best performance for delayed start in general is 

achieved by LRLFU and Pyramid for small cache sizes, as studied through the synthetic 

workloads. It happens because these approaches reserve a cache area to store the first 

segments of the videos, powering delayed start. However, even without reserving a 

portion of the cache for the first segments, PCCA reaches the same results of them for 

all cache sizes. 

This good performance can be explained by the fact that PCCA approach always 

inserts the first segment of an object at the first request.  As the insertions of the objects 

are made one by one segment, it causes an effect of having a large number of videos in 

the cache, and helps to improve the delayed start performance.  

PCAA and Lazy approaches achieve worse results than PCCA, but PCAA‟s 

performance is better than Lazy‟s performance. For all traces, the variation between 

them is higher for smaller cache sizes, mainly 5 to 20%. As both PCAA and Lazy 

caches the entire video at the first request, they are not able to maintain a large number 

of objects in the cache, which clarifies the reason of getting worse results than the other 

approaches at small cache sizes.  

As PCAA always presents better delayed start performance then Lazy for small 

cache sizes, and both approaches caches the entire video at the first request, the results 

lead to conclude that the function-based approach of PCAA for object replacement is 

more efficient to maintain the initial segments of the objects in the cache, and then 

obtain a better delayed start. While in a typical scenario (trace C) at 5% of cache size 

the fraction of videos with delayed start for Lazy‟s approach is close to 83%, the 

fraction for PCAA is 69%. 
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Figure 59 – Delayed start for YouTube trace A 

 

Figure 60 – Delayed start for YouTube trace B 

 

Figure 61 – Delayed start for YouTube trace C 
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Figure 62 – Delayed start for YouTube trace D 

The traces A, B, C, D are ordered by the number of requests, with trace A 

having the smallest number of requests and trace D having the largest one. We can 

observe that for the smaller number of requests (trace A) the minimum delayed start is 

reached at a small cache size, and the cache size necessary to achieve the minimum 

delayed start grows proportionally to the number of requests. The approaches PCCA, 

LRLFU and Pyramid always achieve the minimum delayed start at small cache sizes. 

The cacheability and the number of distinct objects in the traces seem to be 

influencing the achieved delayed start. While for a larger number of requests (traces C, 

D) the minimum observed delayed start is close to 60%, for a smaller number of 

requests (traces A, B) it is close to 71% for all algorithms.  

Traces A and B presents similar percentage of cacheable objects (21%, 19%), 

while traces C and D present the same cacheability: 25%. In addition, the percentage of 

distinct objects in traces A and B is 74% and 72% respectively, while for traces C and D 

it is 65% and 64%. 

A low cacheability occurs because the number of objects requested twice or 

more is low, so the algorithms frequently need to remove popular objects to insert the 

one timer objects or the ones with a few number of requests (probably, it implies in a 

high number of replacements in the cache). Moreover, a high percentage of distinct 

objects tends to split the requests for a larger number of objects. These two 

characteristics makes more difficult for cache algorithms to maintain the popular objects 

in the cache, and it can explain the high values for minimum delayed start achieved at 

these trace files. Despite of these characteristics and even without reserving a fixed area 
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for the initial segments, PCCA achieves the minimum measured delayed start for all 

traces. In the next section we examine the relation between byte hit ratio and delayed 

start at YouTube scenarios. 

5.3. Balanced Performance 

The balanced performance between byte hit and delayed started is shown in 

Figure 63 to Figure 66. For the trace A, we can observe that PCAA obtains the best 

balanced performance for all cache sizes, but Lazy achieves the same performance at a 

cache size of 20%, while PCCA achieve the same performance at a cache size of 30%. 

LRLFU and Pyramid achieve the worst balanced performance. For the trace B, we can 

observe a behavior very similar to the trace A. 

 

Figure 63 – BP for YouTube trace A 

 

Figure 64 – BP for YouTube trace B 
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For the trace C, with a higher number of requests, we can observe that PCAA 

also obtains the best balanced performance for all cache sizes. However, Lazy‟s 

approach is able to provide the same performance of PCAA only at a ache size of 30%, 

while PCCA achieve the same performance only at a cache size of 70%. LRLFU and 

Pyramid achieve the worst balanced performance.  

For the trace D, the balanced performance of PCAA approach is the best one. 

Lazy obtains a poor balanced performance for small cache sizes (5-10%), but is able to 

increase its performance and reach PCAA at a cache size of 30%. Again, LRLFU and 

Pyramid achieve the worst balanced performance. 

 

Figure 65 – BP for YouTube trace C 

 

Figure 66 – BP for YouTube trace D 
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5.4. Discussion 

The analysis of YouTube trace data allows corroborating many conclusions 

acquired during synthetic workload analysis, and also reveals interesting characteristics 

of the proposed approaches at real scenarios. 

PCAA approach obtains the best byte hit ratio performance for all examined 

traces, and the difference in favor of PCAA is better at small cache sizes. This result is 

very important, because cache replacement policies are more necessary when cache size 

restrictions occur. For a cache size of only 5% of total object sizes, PCAA is able to 

improve the performance of byte hit ratio in 102% when compared to Lazy, and in 56% 

at a cache size of 10% In addition, the difference in performance increases when the 

number of requests increases. 

We believe that this is a very good result. This measurement was achieved in a 

typical YouTube scenario (trace D), where the number of objects in the system is very 

high. As YouTube users upload 65,000 new objects per day, it is really difficult to 

dimension a cache based on the number of objects available at this service. 

Consequently, caches in general will be small when compared to the total size of objects 

available at YouTube service. Therefore, the analysis for small caches reveals that 

PCAA can in fact contribute to decrease bandwidth consumption for services like 

YouTube. 

One interesting observation is that, although in the synthetic scenarios Lazy 

approach was able to overcome PCAA performance at larger cache sizes for some 

scenarios, in the YouTube traces Lazy just achieve the same performance of PCCA at 

these cache sizes, and never goes above it. As both approaches cache the entire video at 

the first request, we conclude that the function-based replacement scheme of PCAA is 

more efficient to maintain the most popular content cached, and so reduces bandwidth 

consumption. Therefore, we also recommend the usage of PCAA as the cache 

replacement scheme for any size of cache, if the goal is to decrease bandwidth 

consumption, since this scheme achieves the best measured results both for small and 

large cache sizes. 

When looking at delayed start results, we observe that PCCA approach obtains 

the best performance together with LRLFU and Pyramid. However, LRLFU and 

Pyramid reserves a pre-configured area of cache (typically 10%) to store the initial 

segments of the videos. An incorrect configuration of this parameter can lead to cache 
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inefficiency and cause worst delayed start results. As PCCA reduces the delayed start 

reaching the minimum values observed during the analysis, we recommend the usage of 

one of these algorithms as the cache replacement scheme in systems like YouTube, 

when the goal is to provide a better experience for the end-users. 

In summary, we conclude that the results obtained by our approaches with real 

traces overcome the results with synthetic workloads. 
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Chapter 6 Predicting Cache Behavior 

This Chapter presents the regression models developed to achieve a deeper 

comprehension about the expected performance of the proposed cache algorithms 

according to a given set of traffic characteristics. The regression model takes the results 

for the complete sets of experiments to obtain the regression equation for each approach 

(PCCA, PCAA) and each metric (byte hit ratio, delayed start). For this analysis, we used 

MINITAB [67] and R [85] Statistical softwares. 

6.1. The Regression Model for PCAA - Byte Hit Ratio 

It is very challenging to understand which model could be used to predict the 

cache behavior for a wide range of scenarios. With this purpose, we developed a 

multiple regression analysis of PCAA based on the complete set of experiments. We 

started applying a best subsets regression method to identify the subset of models that 

produce the highest R
2
 values from the full set of the predictor variables. This method 

helps to find the best candidates to use in the regression model. The analysis revealed 

that would be possible to estimate the model using only a subset of predictors, as shown 

in Table 5. 

The results indicate that it is possible (for example) to use only two predictors, 

cache and number of videos, to model PCAA performance measured by the byte hit 

ratio. The table shows the predicted R
2
 adjusted and the obtained R

2
 adjusted when 

performing the regression using the given subset of predictors. We just show the subsets 

that provide R
2
 adjusted lower than 79%. 

Table 5 - Predictors for byte hit performance estimation 

 cache cacheable number of 

videos 

popularity session video size R-Sq(adj) 

predicted 

1 x  x    80.8 

2 x  x x   82.7 

3 x x x    79.7 

4 x x x x   85.4 

5 x  x x x  83.0 

6 x x x x x x 85.5 

7 x x x x x  85.5 

As all the models provide an acceptable value for R
2
 adjusted, we started the 

analysis by the complete set of predictors, exclude one-by one and evaluate the results. 

To determine whether the model is adequate and the assumptions of regression have 
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been met, we examined the diagnostic statistics for regressions, including the standard 

deviation of the estimate of the regression coefficients, the distribution and the variance 

of residuals and the number of unusual observations. The main steps performed for the 

analysis are showed in Apendice B. Regression Analysis. 

The selected model was the 7
th

, which includes the predictors cache, cacheable, 

video number, session and popularity. However, the achieved R
2 

adjusted was higher 

than the predicted, reaching 98.15%. It means that a percentage of 98.15% of the 

variation in the byte hit ratio can be accounted for by the regression model. The 

equations are obtained for each cache size. All predictors are categorical. 

For cache size = 5% 

                                                                
                                                   

 

 

For cache size = 10% 

                                                               
                                                

 

 

For cache size = 20% 

                                                               
                                                   

 

 

For cache size = 30% 

                                                               
                                                

 

 

For cache size = 40% 

                                                               
                                                   

 

 

For cache size = 50% 

                                                                
                                                   

 

For cache size = 60% 
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For cache size = 70% 
 

                                                               
                                                

Analyzing the regression equations, we can make the following observations: 

• The number of videos in the system highly affects the byte hit ratio performance. 

When the number of video is high, the byte hit ratio performance of PCAA 

decreases in a high proportion. 

• The popularity distribution also affects the byte hit ratio performance in a direct 

proportion, but less than the number of videos. In a more skewed distribution, 

the byte hit ratio performance provided by PCAA is reduced. 

•  The cacheability affects the byte hit ratio performance. With a higher 

percentage of videos requested more than once (higher cacheability) the byte hit 

ratio achieved by PCAA is decreased. 

• The session duration has less impact over the algorithm‟s performance. 

We selected only two cases to show how the model fits the curve for byte hit 

ratio, one representing the best cases (Figure 67) and the second representing the worst 

cases (Figure 68). In the best cases, the curve has a very good fitting for all the cache 

values. In the worst case, the predicting curve follows a tendency similar to that for the 

observed values at larger cache sizes, but the prediction for small caches doesn‟t fit 

well. 

 

 

Figure 67 – Best-case of predictive model for byte hit ratio 
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Figure 68 – Worst-case of predictive model for byte hit ratio 

6.2. The Regression Model for PCAA - Delayed Start 

We also applied a multiple regression analysis of PCAA based on the complete 

set of experiments for delayed start. In the same manner as for byte hit ratio, we started 

selecting the subset of predictors that would generate the highest R
2
 values from the full 

set of the predictor variables. We worked on the suggested different ways of modeling 

PCAA delayed start, analyzing the diagnostic statistics and conclude that the best model 

just excludes the video_size predictor, which is not significant for a level of confidence 

of α=0.05. 

The selected model includes the predictors cache size, video number, cacheable, 

popularity and session. A percentage of 98.61% of the variation in the delayed start can 

be accounted for by the regression model. The following equations composes the 

predictive model of PCAA for delayed start, according to the cache size.  

For cache size = 5% 
 

                                                             
                                                

 

 

For cache size = 10% 
 

                                                            
                                                

 

 

For cache size = 20% 
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For cache size = 30% 
 

                                                              
                                                

 

 

For cache size = 40% 
 

                                                             
                                                

 

 

For cache size = 50% 
 

                                                              
                                                

 

For cache size = 60% 
 

                                                              
                                                

 

For cache size = 70% 
 

                                                              
                                                

The main observations from the model are: 

• The number of videos in the system highly affects the delayed start performance. 

When the number of video is higher, the delayed start achieved by PCAA 

decreases in a high proportion. 

• The popularity distribution affects the delayed start performance but less than 

the number of objects in the system. In a more skewed distribution, the delayed 

start performance provided by PCAA is increased. 

• The percentage of cacheable objects also influences the delayed start, slightly 

more than the popularity. When the percentage of cacheable traffic is higher, the 

delayed start performance decreases. 

• The session duration affects the delayed start in a similar proportion as the 

popularity. For longer sessions, the delayed start performance decreases. 

Table 6 summarizes how the predictors affect the byte hit ratio and the delayed 

start for PCAA.  
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Table 6 - How the factors affect the byte hit ratio and the delayed start performance 

Factor Level Factor impact 

Number of videos  Low (0) Both byte hit ratio and delayed start decreases for a higher number of 

videos 

Cacheable  

 

30% (0) Both byte hit ratio and delayed start decreases for a higher percentage of 

cacheable 

Popularity 

distribution  

Spread (0) Both byte hit ratio and delayed start increases for skewed popularity 

Session duration Short(0) The proportion is inverse: for longer session durations the byte hit ratio 

increases while the delayed start decreases 

(*) delayed start must be minimized, while bhr must be maximized 

We selected two examples to show how the model fits the curve for delayed 

start, one representative of the best cases (Figure 69) and the second representative of 

the worst cases (Figure 70). In both cases, the prediction for the minimum achieved 

delayed start fits well. For the best case, the curve has also an adequate fitting for all the 

cache values. In the worst case, the equation has not a good fitting for small cache sizes. 

 

 

Figure 69 - Best-case for the predictive model of delayed start  

 

Figure 70 - Worst-case for the predictive model of delayed start 
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6.3. The Regression Model for PCCA – Byte Hit Ratio 

In a similar approach as for PCAA, we selected a set of traffic conditions to 

develop a model for the prediction of PCCA behavior for byte hit ratio and delayed 

start. We applied a similar process to model the byte hit ratio for the PCCA approach. 

Therefore, we just show the regression equations. The cache sizes are treated as factors, 

so we have the following equations for each cache size. The achieved adjusted R
2 

is 

91.76% for the byte hit ratio and 92.33% for the delayed start. 

For cache size= 5% 

                                                             
                                             

 

For cache size= 10% 

                                                            
                                             

 

For cache size= 20% 

                                                           
                                             

 

For cache size= 30% 

                                                             
                                             

 

For cache size= 40% 

                                                             
                                             

 

For cache size= 50% 

                                                             
                                              

 

For cache size= 60% 

                                                             
                                             

 

For cache size= 70% 
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6.4. The Model for PCCA - Delayed Start 

For cache size= 5% 

                                                           
                                              

 

For cache size = 10% 

                                                          
                                             

 

For cache size = 20% 

                                                           
                                             

 

For cache size = 30% 

                                                           
                                             

 

For cache size = 40% 

                                                          
                                             

 

For cache size = 50% 

                                                           
                          

For cache size = 60% 

                                                            
                                             

 

For cache size = 70% 

                                                           
                                             

 

 

6.5. Discussion 

Modeling is a complex process. A model is always a representation of the 

reality, and as such, has limitations. Additionally, the modeling process is a task that 
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demands a deep knowledge about the object that one wants to model, as well as a 

feeling (and also experience) about how to conduct the method of modeling. 

In addition, the task of modeling the predictive behavior of the approaches 

considering a large number of variables is even more complex. Our investigation 

presents some characteristics that could difficult the development of a model like, like 

the large number of predictors, the great number of binary (or dummy) variables 

(high/low, large/small, spread/skewed) and the inexistence of numerical predictors (they 

are all categorical). However, even with these difficulties, we see that was possible to 

model the behavior of our approach. 

The model confirmed the observations about the influence of the traffic 

characteristics made during the analysis of performance. In addition, the model makes 

able to have a numerical dimension about the influence of the traffic characteristic over 

the algorithm. 

The regression equations for each cache size are interesting results. The behavior 

of the approaches at a give cache size is one important focus of our analysis. The model 

enable to characterize the variability of performance according to the cache sizes. As 

cache size is not dynamic and adding higher cache capacity in general demands to add 

more hardware equipment, questions concerning to the cache size becomes more 

interesting to investigate. 

The PCAA model for byte hit ratio has a high R
2 

of 98.15%. The prediction of 

values for byte hit ratios using the regression model showed to be accurate large cache 

sizes. However, for smaller cache sizes worst predictions were observed, with the model 

do not fitting well.  

The delayed start for PCAA was modeled using the cache size, the video number 

and the popularity. A percentage of  98.61% of the variation in the delayed start can be 

accounted for by the regression model. The predicted curve for delayed start presents a 

low variation from the observed curve in most of the cases, but also has some 

drawbacks for predicting the values for small cache sizes. 

We believe that the model could be further analyzed, to provide a better 

accuracy at small cache sizes for both byte hit and delayed start. One method could be 

to partition the model, analyzing “small” caches (5-10%) and large caches (>10%). 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Works 

Video on-Demand is a type of application that has been largely used nowadays 

in the Internet environment. User Generated Content services like YouTube, which 

enable the upload of small videos by any user without costs, has been leveraging the use 

of VoD in the Internet. In addition, news websites like CNN, BBC, ABC and several 

others offer the information in form of VoD, and every day millions of videos are 

played by millions of users around the world. Not only small videos, but also large 

videos are accessible in the Web through services like Netflix in the U.S, LoveFilm in 

the Europe and PowerInfo in China. They provide TV series and movies that can be 

played through the Internet using a download-and-play approach. 

Internet Video on-Demand accounted for 40% of the Internet traffic in 2010. 

According to projections made by CISCO, Video on-Demand traffic will double every 

two and a half years until 2014, and Internet video alone will account for 57% of all 

Internet traffic in the same year. In addition to the increased usage of VoD services, 

video objects are huge when compared to traditional web objects. The average size of a 

video object in the web is 63MB, and it is 10MB for YouTube videos. These 

characteristics of video objects and the growing of video content distribution are 

reshaping the Internet traffic volume. 

However, the Internet infrastructure is not adequate for video services. Intrinsic 

characteristics of the Internet introduce undesired delays since, commonly, the video 

servers are far from the end users. The information sent from the origin of the content to 

the end users passes through several routers and, frequently, has to face congested 

routes. In addition, millions of users downloading multimedia content also increase the 

amount of traffic in the network, even more because the multimedia objects are many 

times larger than web pages containing only text and images. Thus, the users have to 

lead with undesired delays, and the service providers have to pay for the costs of large 

bandwidth consumption. 

One key solution to reduce the distance between the end users and the origin of 

the content is the use of Caches. Caches are largely used for content delivery by 

different content distribution models as Client-server systems, Content Distribution 

Networks, Peer-to-Peer systems and hybrid CDN-P2P systems, as well as by Internet 

Service Providers. Thus, a better approach for cache can contribute in all these areas. 
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However, although several studies have already been proposed for caching web content, 

there is still a lack of specific studies about the use of caching for Video on-Demand 

distribution in the Internet environment.  

In this thesis, we propose two new cache replacement approaches to improve the 

cache efficiency for Video on-Demand distribution in the Internet, concerning to 

bandwidth consumption and Quality of Experience. These aspects of cache efficiency 

are evaluated by the metrics byte hit ratio, which is the amount of bytes provided by the 

proxy cache and can measure the bandwidth savings, and the percentage of delayed 

starts, which in this work characterizes the Quality of Experience provided to the end 

users. 

We analyze the behavior of our proposed approaches using three methods. First, 

we model a large number of scenarios with different traffic conditions to evaluate the 

susceptibility of the algorithms to changes in the traffic patterns. This analysis provides 

interesting insights about the capacity of the algorithms to improve performance in 

different traffic environments. Second, we evaluate our approaches using authentic 

traces of YouTube services. This evaluation makes possible to go beyond simulations 

with synthetic workloads, and provides a realistic view about the algorithms‟ behavior.  

Finally, we developed an analytic model to predict the behavior of our 

approaches given a set of traffic characteristics. This analysis help us to achieve a deep 

understanding about the influences of the traffic profile over the algorithms‟ 

performance, as well as to provide predictive models that could be used for capacity 

planning and cache storage definition. The lessons learned during the development of 

these processes are now described. 

7.1. Concluding Remarks 

Analysis of synthetic workloads 

The traffic conditions can extremely affect the performance of the cache 

replacement algorithms. The performance is mostly affected at small cache sizes. As 

cache storage capacity is a restrictive characteristic of the video distribution systems 

that in general cannot be changed easily, choosing an algorithm that provides increased 

performance for small cache sizes is very important. 

To reduce bandwidth consumption is one of the most important goals that can be 

achieved by the efficient use of caches. The main contribution of PCAA approach is to 

reduce bandwidth consumption.  This approach is able to provide the best byte hit ratio 
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performance for the majority of investigated scenarios, and specially for small cache 

sizes. The method of inserting the complete video at the first request combined with the 

exponential segmentation as a percentage of the size of the video, and the priority 

function-based approach for eviction, overcomes the Lazy segmentation, a distinguished 

approach that usually provides an increased byte hit ratio performance. The augment of 

the byte hit ratio also decreases the network congestion, since less video content needs 

to transverse the network to arrive to the end user. The number of cache replacements 

made by PCAA is higher than the other approaches. However, we think that to reduce 

bandwidth consumption is more important than the overhead provided by the number of 

cache replacements. 

The use of caches can also improve the Quality of Experience for the end users, 

providing fewer delays. LRLFU and Pyramid methods present the best delayed start for 

the most of evaluated scenarios. Both approaches use a scheme that reserves a pre-

configured initial area of the cache to store the first segments of the video. However, 

even without reserving an area for the initial segments, the PCCA approach is able to 

achieve a performance very close to LRLFU and Pyramid for delayed start. The 

drawback of reserving an initial area of the cache for the first segments is that an 

erroneous configuration of this parameter can lead to worse results for delayed start. 

PCCA approach provides the best balanced performance for nearly all the 

different scenarios with the distinct traffic conditions evaluated. While PCAA achieves 

a superior performance for byte hit ratio but a poor performance for delayed start, 

LRLFU and Pyramid provides an improved performance for delayed start, but achieve 

reduced performance for byte hit ratio. However, PCCA approach is able to provide a 

performance close to PCAA for byte hit ratio and very close to LRLFU and Pyramid for 

delayed start. Therefore, this approach can assure a good performance for both metrics, 

even without reserving an area in the cache for the first segments of the objects. 

Additionally, PCCA approach presents a low number of segment replacements. 

The number of videos causes a great impact on the cache replacement 

algorithms performance. With fewer videos in the system, all the algorithms obtain a 

better performance both for byte hit ratio and delayed start metrics. In addition, the 

acquired byte hit ratio performance stabilizes at a lower cache size when there are fewer 

objects in the system, as well as the delayed start performance. When the number of 

objects is lower, a fewer number of popular objects must be maintained at the cache, 

resulting in a better performance for all algorithms. PCAA is able to achieve the best 
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measured performance for byte hit ratio in both situations, with a high and a low 

number of objects in the system. However, the UGC systems in general presents a high 

number of videos, so the scenario with higher number of objects provides more useful 

insights about the behavior of the algorithms in these systems. 

The popularity distribution of the objects also affects the behavior of the 

algorithms, although not as much as the number of objects in the system. When the Zipf 

popularity is more skewed, the maximum achieved byte hit ratio is higher for all 

approaches. As in the skewed distributions the number of popular objects is lower (the 

requests are more concentrated in a fewer number of popular objects), the task of 

maintaining these popular objects stored at the cache becomes easier for the cache 

algorithms than in the spread distributions. 

The percentage of cacheable traffic also affects the performance of the cache 

algorithms. When the percentage of cacheable traffic is lower, the byte hit ratio 

performance increases, as well as the delayed start performance. When the number of 

videos requested more than once is lower, it is easier for the cache replacement 

algorithms to maintain those objects cached. 

The interrupted sessions presents a tiny effect over Lazy and LRLFU 

approaches, while causes a higher impact over PCCA and PCAA approaches. The 

shorter durations of sessions causes a reduction in the performance of PCAA for byte hit 

ratio. With longer sessions, the portions of the objects that remains cached are larger, 

which increases the byte hit ratio when a cache hit occurs. For all session durations 

PCAA presents better byte hit ratio than Lazy, while PCCA presents a very close 

delayed start to LRLFU. 

The factor that less affect the performance of the algorithms is the video size. 

This is an interesting finding, which reveals that PCCA and PCAA approaches are able 

to maintain the better results achieved for small videos for large videos too. 

Furthermore, at very small cache sizes PCCA is able to overcome the performance of 

Pyramid. In addition, the difference in the performance between PCAA and Lazy at 

very small cache sizes is even increased. 

One important reflection about the process of constructing the workloads is 

about the definition of factors and levels. Even doing a very careful research about 

which traffic characteristics must be included in the models, we verify that the selection 

of them can influence the results. In addition, the definitions of the levels must be 

representative. We consider that our factors and levels are representative, although 
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wide, since we aim to obtain results that could be extended for a large variety of system 

traffic profiles. However, if the network manager knows the traffic characteristics for 

the video distribution system, the approach can be applied using these characteristics, 

which can lead to an improved performance to the system.  

Real Traces Analysis 

The use of synthetic workloads is very valuable in a performance analysis, since 

it enables to control the environmental characteristics and analyze the desired properties 

of the systems. However, the use of real traces is also important and enables to go 

beyond synthetic scenarios to corroborate the findings achieved in the synthetic 

analysis. 

When using real traces, PCAA approach provides the best performance for byte 

hit ratio and the higher gain is achieved at small cache sizes, when compared to the 

other approaches. This is a very important result, since the maximum cache capacity 

used in our experiments is really large. The total cache capacity is calculated as the total 

size of the complete set of objects, and YouTube traces actually have a great number of 

objects. Therefore, we conclude that the PCAA can in fact provide an enhanced 

performance for systems with the characteristics of YouTube.  

When the number of requests augments, the byte hit ratio performance of PCAA 

is even powered up, with a larger difference to Lazy. Actually, while PCAA‟s 

performance increases, Lazy‟s performance decreases at small cache sizes. This result 

overcomes the observation for synthetic workloads, since the difference from Lazy‟s 

approach is larger for real traces. 

For the YouTube traces, PCCA obtains a fraction of delayed start highly similar 

to LRLFU and Pyramid for all cache sizes, while for the synthetic workloads PCCA just 

reaches the same results of them for larger cache sizes. Thus, PCCA even overcome the 

results observed for synthetic workloads. 

For larger cache sizes, the Lazy approach is able to obtain similar results to 

PCAA for byte hit ratio. However, as stated before, cache capacity is a restrictive 

characteristic of a video distribution system. In addition, larger caches when compared 

to the total of objects in the YouTube system can be a really large amount of storage. 

Therefore, we consider the results for small cache sizes more crucial when evaluating 

the real contributions of the approaches to the cache‟s performance improvement.  
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The balanced performance provided by PCAA is better than the balanced 

performance provided by PCCA for YouTube traces. We observed that PCAA has 

provided a delayed started for YouTube traces better than that achieved when using 

synthetic traces. This characteristic allied to the fact that the byte hit ratio achieved by 

PCCA is not so close to that achieved by PCAA, makes the balanced performance of 

PCAA be better than that provided by PCCA for real traces. 

We can conclude the observations made in the YouTube traces analysis stating 

that the results for real cases overcome the results for synthetic traces. As cache storage 

capacity is a restrictive characteristic of the video distribution systems that in general 

cannot be easily changed, using an algorithm able to provide superior performance for 

small caches is very important. 

Modeling 

Modeling is a complex process, and demands a thorough understanding of the 

object being modeled, the predictors and the relationships between them. As a model is 

a representation of the reality, it has always limitations. The large set of predictors, the 

great number of dummy variables and the existence of only categorical predictors, 

makes the model development more complex. 

Cache storage capacity in general is not dynamic in the video distribution 

systems, and adding higher cache capacity in general demands more hardware 

equipment. As the cache capacity is one important focus of our analysis that can highly 

affect the performance of the replacement algorithms, we model the performance of 

byte hit ratio and delayed start according to the cache size.  

The developed model for the byte hit ratio performance for PCAA uses the 

predictors cache size, percentage of cacheable videos, number of videos, popularity and 

session duration. The model has a high R
2
 of 98.15%. The prediction of values for byte 

hit ratios using the regression model showed to be accurate in several cases both for 

small and large cache sizes. However, for smaller cache sizes worst predictions were 

observe, with the model do not fitting as good as for larger cache sizes. The model for 

the delayed start of PCAA was also developed using all predictors except for the video 

size. A percentage of 98.61% of the variation in the delayed start can be accounted for 

by the regression model. The predicted curve for delayed start presents a low variation 

from the observed curve in most of the cases, but also has some drawbacks for 

predicting the values for small cache sizes. 
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From the achieved models was possible to have a clear visualization about the 

contribution of the traffic conditions and their influence over the performance of the 

algorithms. The number of objects in the system is the traffic characteristic that most 

impacts in the performance of both byte hit ratio and delayed start, while the video size 

almost don‟t impacts. 

We consider the process of modeling very important to a deeper comprehension 

about our approaches and believe that we learned precious lessons along the 

development of this work. We now present some recommendations to be used for cache 

configuration that can help the activities of capacity planning and network management. 

7.2. Recommendations 

To define the specific goal to be achieved when configuring the cache 

replacement strategy for a cache server is essential, since different strategies can lead to 

distinct performance results. 

If the goal of the network manager is to reduce bandwidth consumption, we 

recommend the usage of the PCAA approach. PCAA can provide an enhanced byte hit 

ratio independent of the traffic profile. Particularly, if cache storage capacity is a 

restriction, we strongly recommend the use of PCAA approach, because its performance 

is even better at small cache sizes. 

On the other hand, if the network manager intends specifically to provide a 

better Quality of Experience for the end user, we recommend the usage of LRLFU or 

Pyramid approaches, as they provide the best delayed start performance for all analyzed 

scenarios. However, it is important to be conscious that the bandwidth consumption 

achieved by these approaches is very high, as observed in this work. 

If the goal of the network manager is to provide a balanced performance, we can 

make the following recommendations: (i) if the traffic profile of the video distribution 

system includes a pattern of high quantity of YouTube accesses and the cache storage 

capacity is reduced, the PCAA approach has demonstrated to provide enhanced 

performance for both metrics; (ii) however, if the traffic profile do not include the 

majority of accesses to YouTube videos, we recommend to use PCCA approach, which 

can provide a better balanced performance for different sizes of videos. 
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7.3. Contributions 

The contributions of this thesis are manifold. The thoroughly understanding 

about VoD distribution on the Internet have as a consequence two publications about 

the video distribution systems Joost [69][70] and TVU [71] as well as a publication 

about algorithms for interception proxy caches [68]. The knowledge about the 

characteristics of VoD traffic was another consequence from the VoD study and guided 

the definition of the synthetic traffic conditions to carry out the performance evaluation, 

leading to the conclusion that the selection of trace characteristics has a significant 

impact over performance evaluation. 

Another important contribution is the proposal of one novel cache replacement 

algorithm with two variants that can enhance the cache performance in several traffic 

conditions. The proposed approaches can be used to improve the performance of proxy 

caches, decreasing bandwidth consumption and providing a better balanced 

performance in several network scenarios. 

One secondary but still important contribution is the factorial design used for the 

performance evaluation, which enable a wide range of experiments and the validation of 

the results, which are not restricted to a small set of traffic characteristics. 

Finally, another significant contribution of this thesis work is the analytical 

model to predict the cache performance given a set of traffic conditions. As the cache 

storage capacity is generally a restriction in the distribution systems, is valuable to 

predict the achievable byte hit ratio and delayed start for a given cache size. 

7.4. Future Works 

Some future works have been identified to extend this work and are explained 

next. An interesting research point could be the evaluation of the cache replacement 

approaches in the context of a CDN. A CDN uses complex mechanisms for request 

routing and content management, which combined with replacement strategies can lead 

to a better cache performance. The techniques could be easily evaluated for CDN 

scenarios. 

Another motivating investigation is the use of the approaches in P2P networks 

for VoD distribution. The scheduling algorithm in the P2P nodes is a crucial mechanism 

in the P2P networks. With few adaptations, the strategies could be used for the 

replacement of chunks in each peer of the overlay network.  
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One interesting work could be the evaluation of the best segmentation size for 

the prefix of the video. We are using 10% of the size of the video, but the suitable value 

that provides a better delayed start or byte hit ration can probably be determined for 

different distributions of video sizes. 

Finally, another future work is the inclusion of DVD-like operations in the 

analysis. If this characteristic would be included, we could use other techniques shown 

in the literature as baselines, like the Fragmental Proxy Cache [108] technique proposed 

to enhance the performance of DVD-like operations, already described in the section.  
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Appendices 

A. Abbreviations and Acronyms 

BP Balanced Performance 

BHR Byte Hit Ratio 

CDN Content Distribution Networks 

DECA Dynamic Segment-based Caching Algorithm 

DNS Domain Name System 

DS Delayed Start 

FEC Forward Error Correction 

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

IP Internet Protocol 

IPTV Internet Protocol Television 

ISP Internet Service Provider 

ITU-T Telecommunication Standardization Sector 

LAN Local Area Network 

LFU Least Frequently Used 

LRU Least Recently Used 

P2P Peer-to-Peer 

PAPA Popularity-Aware Partial Caching Algorithm 

PCAA Proxy Cache Aggressive Approach 

PCCA Proxy Cache Conservative Approach 

QoE Quality of Experience 

QoS Quality of Service 

RFC Request for Comment 

RP Relative Performance 

UGC User Generated Content 

VOD Video on-Demand 

WAN Wide Area Network 

XML Extensible Markup Language 
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B. Regression Analysis 

For the regression analysis, we used MINITAB [67] and R [85] Statistical 

softwares. 

B.1 Regression model for PCAA – Byte hit ratio 

We consider cache as a factor, and start using the linear model including all 

predictors. So, we obtain the regression equations for each cache size.  

Regression Equation 

cache 

0.05   bhr  =  0.550778 - 0.0554515 cacheable + 0.0231025 session - 0.373838 

               video_number + 0.0430459 popularity - 0.000330911 video_size 

 

0.10   bhr  =  0.690363 - 0.0554515 cacheable + 0.0231025 session - 0.373838 

               video_number + 0.0430459 popularity - 0.000330911 video_size 

 

0.20   bhr  =  0.772991 - 0.0554515 cacheable + 0.0231025 session - 0.373838 

               video_number + 0.0430459 popularity - 0.000330911 video_size 

 

0.30   bhr  =  0.807695 - 0.0554515 cacheable + 0.0231025 session - 0.373838 

               video_number + 0.0430459 popularity - 0.000330911 video_size 

 

0.40   bhr  =  0.830492 - 0.0554515 cacheable + 0.0231025 session - 0.373838 

               video_number + 0.0430459 popularity - 0.000330911 video_size 

 

0.50   bhr  =  0.83872 - 0.0554515 cacheable + 0.0231025 session - 0.373838 

               video_number + 0.0430459 popularity - 0.000330911 video_size 

 

0.60   bhr  =  0.841507 - 0.0554515 cacheable + 0.0231025 session - 0.373838 

               video_number + 0.0430459 popularity - 0.000330911 video_size 

 

0.70   bhr  =  0.842162 - 0.0554515 cacheable + 0.0231025 session - 0.373838 

               video_number + 0.0430459 popularity - 0.000330911 video_size 

 

Coefficients 

 

Term               Coef    SE Coef         T      P 

Constant       0.771839  0.0022059   349.893  0.000 

cacheable     -0.055451  0.0017346   -31.969  0.000 

session        0.023102  0.0017299    13.354  0.000 

video_number  -0.373838  0.0017526  -213.305  0.000 

popularity     0.043046  0.0017642    24.400  0.000 

video_size    -0.000331  0.0017291    -0.191  0.848 

cache 

  0.05        -0.221060  0.0029474   -75.002  0.000 

  0.10        -0.081475  0.0025768   -31.619  0.000 

  0.20         0.001153  0.0023448     0.492  0.000 

  0.30         0.035857  0.0021779    16.464  0.000 

  0.40         0.058653  0.0021779    26.931  0.000 

  0.50         0.066881  0.0021779    30.709  0.000 

  0.60         0.069669  0.0021779    31.989  0.000 

 

Summary of Model 

 

S = 0.0290059     R-Sq = 98.17%        R-Sq(adj) = 98.15% 

PRESS = 0.959503  R-Sq(pred) = 98.13% 

 

The table shows that all predictors are significant at a high level of confidence, 

except by video_size. Then we remove this predictor from the model, obtaining a close 

adjusted R
2
 is 0.9813, which is not reduced from the model including video_size.  
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Regression Equation 

 

cache 

0.05   bhr  =  0.550611 - 0.0554493 cacheable + 0.0231044 session - 0.373836 

               video_number + 0.0430433 popularity 

 

0.10   bhr  =  0.690198 - 0.0554493 cacheable + 0.0231044 session - 0.373836 

               video_number + 0.0430433 popularity 

 

0.20   bhr  =  0.772831 - 0.0554493 cacheable + 0.0231044 session - 0.373836 

               video_number + 0.0430433 popularity 

 

0.30   bhr  =  0.807528 - 0.0554493 cacheable + 0.0231044 session - 0.373836 

               video_number + 0.0430433 popularity 

 

0.40   bhr  =  0.830324 - 0.0554493 cacheable + 0.0231044 session - 0.373836 

               video_number + 0.0430433 popularity 

 

0.50   bhr  =  0.838553 - 0.0554493 cacheable + 0.0231044 session - 0.373836 

               video_number + 0.0430433 popularity 

 

0.60   bhr  =  0.84134 - 0.0554493 cacheable + 0.0231044 session - 0.373836 

               video_number + 0.0430433 popularity 

 

0.70   bhr  =  0.841995 - 0.0554493 cacheable + 0.0231044 session - 0.373836 

               video_number + 0.0430433 popularity 

 

Coefficients 

Term               Coef    SE Coef         T      P 

Constant       0.771673  0.0020274   380.623  0.000 

cacheable     -0.055449  0.0017338   -31.982  0.000 

session        0.023104  0.0017292    13.362  0.000 

video_number  -0.373836  0.0017518  -213.400  0.000 

popularity     0.043043  0.0017634    24.410  0.000 

cache 

  0.05        -0.221062  0.0029461   -75.035  0.000 

  0.10        -0.081475  0.0025757   -31.632  0.000 

  0.20         0.021158  0.0023437    10.494  0.621 

  0.30         0.035856  0.0021770    16.471  0.000 

  0.40         0.058652  0.0021770    26.942  0.000 

  0.50         0.066880  0.0021770    30.722  0.000 

  0.60         0.069667  0.0021770    32.002  0.000 

 

Summary of Model 

S = 0.0289933     R-Sq = 98.17%        R-Sq(adj) = 98.15% 

PRESS = 0.957821  R-Sq(pred) = 98.13% 

 

 

Figure 71 - Probability plot of residuals for bhr – PCCA 

The probability plot of the residuals shows that there are some departures from 

normality; however, in practice, for data with a large number of observations it does not 

seriously affect the results.  
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B.2 Regression model for PCAA – Delayed Start 

For delayed start, we also excluded the predictor video_size from the model, and 

achieve the following regression equations (by cache size). 

Regression Equation 

 

cache 

0.05   ds  =  0.405462 + 0.0260458 cacheable + 0.0216721 session + 0.321968 

              video_number - 0.0241995 popularity 

 

0.10   ds  =  0.273951 + 0.0260458 cacheable + 0.0216721 session + 0.321968 

              video_number - 0.0241995 popularity 

 

0.20   ds  =  0.158811 + 0.0260458 cacheable + 0.0216721 session + 0.321968 

              video_number - 0.0241995 popularity 

 

0.30   ds  =  0.125097 + 0.0260458 cacheable + 0.0216721 session + 0.321968 

              video_number - 0.0241995 popularity 

 

0.40   ds  =  0.101888 + 0.0260458 cacheable + 0.0216721 session + 0.321968 

              video_number - 0.0241995 popularity 

 

0.50   ds  =  0.0931819 + 0.0260458 cacheable + 0.0216721 session + 0.321968 

              video_number - 0.0241995 popularity 

 

0.60   ds  =  0.0899674 + 0.0260458 cacheable + 0.0216721 session + 0.321968 

              video_number - 0.0241995 popularity 

 

0.70   ds  =  0.0891391 + 0.0260458 cacheable + 0.0216721 session + 0.321968 

              video_number - 0.0241995 popularity 

 

Coefficients 

 

Term               Coef    SE Coef        T      P 

Constant       0.167187  0.0015090  110.794  0.000 

cacheable      0.026046  0.0013380   19.466  0.000 

session        0.021672  0.0013329   16.260  0.000 

video_number   0.321968  0.0013403  240.219  0.000 

popularity    -0.024199  0.0013506  -17.917  0.000 

cache 

  0.05         0.238275  0.0022550  105.664  0.000 

  0.10         0.106764  0.0020185   52.893  0.000 

  0.20        -0.008376  0.0018295   -4.579  0.000 

  0.30        -0.042090  0.0016670  -25.249  0.000 

  0.40        -0.065299  0.0016670  -39.171  0.000 

  0.50        -0.074005  0.0016670  -44.393  0.000 

  0.60        -0.077220  0.0016670  -46.322  0.000 

 

Summary of Model 

 

S = 0.0221808     R-Sq = 98.62%        R-Sq(adj) = 98.61% 

PRESS = 0.554872  R-Sq(pred) = 98.59% 

 

The probability plot of the residuals also shows some departures from normality, 

which we consider to not seriously affect the results.  
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Figure 72 - Probability plot of residuals for ds - PCAA 
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